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ABSTRACT
In this information age, newspapers are experiencing a transition from a printed
format to a digital format. Using an electronic device to read news has become one of the
important ways to acquire information in people’s daily lives. The electronic mobile device,
especially the iPad, provides a new platform for newspaper publication, which enables
newspaper publishers to create unique applications for readers. However, the existing
research about newspaper design for iPad devices is very limited. This study conducted an
online survey to investigate users’ attitudes toward digital format newspapers and printed
format newspapers. Through the analysis of iPad application design and website design of
the New York Times, USA Today and Huffington Post, it listed the common advantages and
disadvantages of current newspaper applications. The case studies assisted to formulate the
guidelines of e-newspaper iPad application design, which will contribute to improve the enewspaper reading experiences for users.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Electronic Newspaper:
New Challenges of Newspaper Design in the Digital Age
When the first Kindle was announced by Amazon.com, Inc. in 2007, a revolution
of book industry started. Electronic books and readers (e-books & e-readers) have
transformed book content from printed text on paper to digital text on screen, which
brings s new reading experience to readers. In the following years, as more and more
devices (such as Apple iPad, iPhone, etc.) were introduced, the publishing industry also
faced a transition from the printed age to the digital age. The revolution caused by new
technologies reforms the way people acquire information in their daily lives. As an
important mass communication medium, the newspaper also joined this revolution and
now embraces new technology positively. However, the transition of newspaper format
from printed form to digital form can be dated back as early as the birth of the first webbased newspaper in the mid-1990s when the Internet initially became popular in people’s
daily lives (Li, 2006, p. 13). The invention of electronic readers and mobile devices
enriches news communication channels, resulting in prosperity of newspaper applications
for mobile devices.
From printed format newspaper to digital format newspaper, the transition has
also changed the reading habits of readers. Liu (2005) discovered several changes of
reading behavior from the printed environment to the digital environment, the most
significant one being the different activities involved in the reading process. He indicates
that under the printed environment, the most common activity is “annotating and
highlighting while reading” , but under the digital environment, reading activity is
featured by browsing and scanning. Besides Furthermore, different devices also need new
and different ways of interacting. Liu also mentioned the behavior of flipping paper pages
has been replaced by scrolling a screen or sliding pages by finger. This result indicates
that reading activity through digital medium is more complex than that of printed
medium, and the role of users in a reading process is more important than ever before.
Both the format change and reading behavior change bring new challenges to
newspaper design in this digital age. Compared to the traditional printed newspaper
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design which mainly relies on manipulating typographic elements on pages, the digital
format newspaper design requires a comprehensive understanding of multiple disciplines
such as graphic design, human computer interaction, psychology, etc. to understand
users’ behaviors and needs. Some previous studies about e-book design and web-based
newspaper design contribute to provide general guidelines for digital format newspaper
design. However, as a new form of electronic newspaper, the study about newspaper iPad
applications is limited. Therefore a detailed examination of newspaper iPad application is
necessary to understand the current design.
1.2 Purpose of Research
The purpose of this research is to find common characteristics of current
newspaper iPad applications and to make design suggestions for electronic newspaper (enewspaper) design. This purpose can be achieved through several research objectives: (a)
finding users’ attitude toward digital format newspapers; (b) identifying the advantages
and disadvantages of e-newspaper website design and iPad application design; (c)
identifying the advantages and disadvantages of different e-newspaper iPad applications.
1.3 Thesis Procedure and Methodology
The overall research was conducted through three steps. First, the review of
literature establishes a basis of newspaper typographic design and e-book interaction
design. It also provides a set of criteria to evaluate the designs of current e-newspaper
iPad applications. Second, an online survey was conducted to explore the general attitude
of people toward digital format newspapers and printed format newspapers. Survey
questions included how people use electronic devices to read news, participants’
preferences of printed format newspapers and digital format newspapers, participants’
evaluations about e-newspapers, and how people use an iPad to access daily news. Next,
three newspaper iPad applications were selected as examples for design analysis. The
website design was also compared to the design of the iPad application with the same
brand. Finally, through synthesizing the findings of literature, the online survey, and a
case study, the suggestions and recommendations for e-newspaper iPad application
design were concluded.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The first part of this thesis provides an overview of newspaper design from the
printed age to digital age. It demonstrates the general design principles of newspaper
layout based on its function and on the behaviors of readers. It also discusses the previous
research about digital format newspaper in terms of legibility and usability. Finally, it
compares the different behaviors between reading a printed medium and a digital
medium. In general, this section draws a guideline of newspaper design in the digital age.
2.1 Newspaper and Newspaper Functions
When the first newspaper appeared in the United States 300 years ago, its purpose
was to work as a communication medium that reported important events to ordinary
people. During the mid-1940s, the newspaper industry hit a climax of development, and
newspapers started to play a more and more essential role in people’s daily lives
(Harrower, 1995; Moen, 2000). Harold Evans (1997) defines a newspaper as “a vehicle
for transmitting news and ideas ”, which emphasizes the communication function of a
newspaper. Therefore one of the critical functions of a newspaper is telling stories to the
readers. However, the news communication process is an interactive process between the
news stories and the readers. A newspaper is a bridge that connects readers to the content.
Moen (2000) has described the function of newspapers in detail. He mentioned in this
information age, the function of a newspaper is more than reporting new events. Since
people come in contact with tremendous amounts of information everyday, the role of the
newspaper is filtering useful messages from mass information, and organizing this
information in an understandable and logical way for readers. Readers perceive stories
from visual information including text, photos, and graphics. A successful news story has
the power to invite readers to respond to the content. For instance, when a newspaper
reports important meetings, readers can “write or call officials, protest, attend meetings
and be heard.” Some newspapers also ask for readers’ opinions about some issues, which
will incorporate the readers’ involvement into the story. The organization of text, photos
and graphics adds value and meaning to a story, through which newspapers can motivate
readers to act on the information (pp.6–13).
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2.2 How Readers Read a Newspaper
In the news communication process, readers are the final component of this
process. The core of newspaper design understands what readers want and how to convey
the information to them effectively. Before planning a design, it is necessary to examine
how readers read and perceive information from a newspaper.
Whitbread (2001) explains how people perceive information during the reading
process. He states the information is “a complex set of symbols made up of letters,
numbers and punctuation marks”, and the reading process is establishing an association
between these symbols and the spoken language (p.16). Ambrose and Harris (2011)
suggest the visual flow of a reading process usually starts at “an entry point”, which is the
most prominent visual element on a typographic surface. If the elements on a page are
designed with equal visual hierarchy, people will follow the general rule where people
read from the top left of the page, move to the middle part, and finally exist from the
bottom right of the page (p. 60). Specifically in regards to reading a newspaper, a reader
will be led unconsciously by the typographic design of the page. Some punctuated
elements such as headings, subheadings, pull-quotes or images can all work as the entry
point. Other elements like arrows or numbers will also push readers to follow the reading
direction (Whitbread, 2001, p.15).
Due to the large quantity of information and the limited time for reading, people
usually scan the content and look for the information that interests them. Moen (2000)
summaries the habits of newspaper readers as following:
1. Readers look at about three-quarters of the photos and illustrations.
2. Readers look at about half of the headlines.
3. Readers look at about a third of the briefs and cutlines.
4. Readers read about a quarter of the stories.
5. Readers are more likely to read a story if it is accompanied by a photo.
6. Readers scan pages. They decide whether to start a story based on the headlines.
If they start a story, about half of the readers will read at least half the story.
7. Readers spend about 25 minutes a day with the newspaper. Part of that time is
spent on advertisements and comics.
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8. Summaries satisfy some readers; others read them and continue to the main story
(p. 28).
The summary indicates that readers read the newspaper in a rush. Therefore, a
successful newspaper design should not only draw readers’ attention but also arouse their
interest in a very short period of time. A good typographic design will assist to
communicate news story effectively. Creating clear hierarchy, visual interest and a fluent
visual flow will help readers to perceive information faster.
2.3 Newspaper Typography
Typography is an effective tool to create visual order and to communicate the
meaning of information. In newspaper design legibility and readability, visual hierarchy,
and use of color images are especially important for conveying visual messages to
readers.
Harrower analogized the page of a newspaper as a puzzle, and he suggested there were
four essential pieces of the puzzle–headlines, text, photos and cutlines. Designing the
page layout of a newspaper is like playing with a puzzle. The basic typographic
components are like puzzle pieces that assist designers to visualize the news stories for
readers (Harrower, 1995, p.22). Moen (2000) summarized eight basic components of
traditional printed newspapers in detail. He suggested, in general, that a newspaper is
consisted by “text type, display type, rules and borders, photographs, artwork, structures,
grids and white space.” According to Moen, the eight elements consist a unique
newspaper design language system, through which designers will tell news stories
without any verbal language (p.19). Although newspapers have changed from paper to
digital and these eight elements are manipulated in new ways, the basic functions of these
elements are the same as the printed newspaper. They play an essential role in drawing
readers’ attention, organizing visual information and communicating accurate messages
to the readers.
2.3.1 Newspaper Legibility & Readability
Ambrose and Harris (2011) used two definitions to differentiate the terms
“legibility ” and “readability”. They explained that legibility refers to “the ability to
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distinguish one letterform from another through the physical characteristics inherent in a
particular typeface;” whereas that readability “concerns the properties of a piece of type
or design that affect the ability to make it understood (p.158).” The basic factors that
determine the legibility of text include typeface, type size, line width, word spacing and
letter spacing, leading, form, contrast and reproduction quality (Moen, 2000, p.109). The
text type among the eight newspaper components refers to the text that is used to display
the story content. It is the main factor that affects the legibility and readability of a
newspaper. Therefore, choosing an appropriate text type will directly affect readers’
comprehension and reading speed.
The type size, letter spacing, line width and leading work as a system that
influences the overall legibility of a newspaper. Many studies have investigated
newspaper legibility from different aspects. Research conducted for the American
Newspaper Publishers Association proved that the serif typeface has a better legibility
than the san serif typeface when reading printed content (Hvistendahl & Kahl, 1975). The
research results found that the optimal type size for display copy that has the best
legibility for readers is in the range of 9-point to 12-point, and that the common type size
of display copy in newspapers is from 8-point to 10-point. However, the type size is not
absolute because different typefaces have different x-heights that affect the optical size of
a type. Therefore, referencing the x-height of a type is more accurate when consider the
legibility of text (Moen, 2000, pp.110, 19). Considering the interconnection between
these factors, there are several findings about the display type on a newspaper page.
Moen (2000) suggested a common structure for newspaper is a “six-column format with
9-point type and a 12–14 pica column width.” Tinker and Paterson (1929) found “10 to
12 words per line is the optimal number for retention in reading.” In addition,
Hvistendahl and Kahl (1975) indicated setting serif type in 14-pica wide columns would
obtain the highest reading speed for readers. In fact, newspaper legibility research
examined the common features of the factors that affect page legibility. They provided
general guidelines for newspaper typographic design.
Since digital format newspapers have different a display size and technology, the
legibility research results for printed newspapers are hard to apply to the digital format.
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New studies about legibility issues for electronic newspapers have become a new
research topic for designers.
2.3.2 Newspaper Page Layout
As Harrower (1995) compared newspaper design to playing with a puzzle,
designers play with the puzzle pieces to visualize the final pattern of a newspaper. Figure
1 describes the basic structure and terminologies used for newspaper layout design.

Figure 1. Conventional newspaper structure
Because most people scan the newspaper content before they read, the final
puzzle pattern should achieve two functions: (a) drawing people’s attention and arouse
their interest before they read the content, and (b) establishing an efficient
communication pattern so that scanners can get as much information as possible in a
limited time. These two functions can be realized by manipulating text, photographs,
graphics, structures, and white space. Typographic elements are signs that communicate
ideas. On one hand, the signs are verbal cues that associate to the denotation of a
language; but on the other hand, the signs are visual cues that present as a connotation to
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communicate information to readers (Carter et. al, 2007, p.116). When designers plan a
newspaper layout, they treat all the text and images as visual forms. Through creating
contrast, balance, consistency, unity, punctuation, etc., designers organize these elements
in a logical order that help readers perceive information better. Among the eight basic
newspaper elements defined by Moen, the display type which refers to headline, deck,
blur, pullout, etc. is one of the most significant tools to attract peoples’ attention and lead
their visual flow when they read.
Moen (2000) and Harrower (1995) have explored the importance of display type
in a newspaper’s typographic design. Moen suggested readers usually scan 70% to 80%
of the headlines and decks to select which content they would like to read (Moen, p. 118).
Headlines are especially critical to attract readership on a newspaper page. The functions
of newspaper headlines can be summarized as following:
•

Summarizes the story content and entices readers into the text.

•

Creates a visual entry point and anchors story design to help organize the page.

•

Prioritizes the importance of stories.

•

Creates a focal point and adjusts the grayscale of the entire page.

•

Communicates emotions and connotative messages.
Except for headlines, other elements such as sub headlines, decks, pull quotes,

etc. also play a similar role as the role of headlines in newspaper design. All of these
elements interact with each other to provide scanners with the outline of a story, which
have the power to lead people from scanning information to reading the content.
For traditional printed newspaper design, some typographic rules can be followed
when choosing appropriate display types. Harrower suggested the more important the
story is; the larger type would be used to display headlines. In general, “small headlines
range from 12-to 24-point; midsize headlines range from 24-to 48-point; large headlines
range upwards from 48-point (Harrower, p. 25).” “The type size for deck is usually half
the size of the main head, and the summary deck is usually written in the range from 14to 18-point. A pull quote is usually set in 14-to 18-point (Moen, p. 21). ”
Digital format newspapers can also follow the display type hierarchy order used
in printed newspapers, but specific type sizes should be adjusted based on the screen size
and other ergonomic conditions.
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2.3.3 Telling Stories with Typography
The purpose of newspaper design is not only communicating information, but also
telling stories and evoking the emotional responses of readers. This purpose can be
achieved by manipulating the form of display type and displaying photos, as well as
graphics. Moen (2000) and Harrower (1995) also investigated the function of
communicating the emotions of newspaper typography. As mentioned in the previous
section, type styles are visual signs that are able to express connotative meaning to
readers. By varying the typeface, type size, type weight and form, designers will convey
emotion to readers through the appearance of newspaper typography (Moen, p.124).
In newspaper design, photography is another powerful tool to attract scanners’
attention. Harrower emphasized the importance of a photo as “there is nothing like
photography to give a page motion and emotion.” A photograph will assist to tell a story
by the image content and the cutlines that accompany the photo. Previous research
suggested cutlines were able to provide messages behind a picture, and readers usually
look for quick hits of information from the cutlines (Harrower, pp. 28–31).
Editing photos for a newspaper is as important as editing the text content. The
general guidelines are (a) choose the photo that enhances the main idea of the content; (b)
when displaying several photos, establish a clear hierarchy; and (c) keep all of the photos
consistent (Moen, p.59). In the digital age, video has become a new element that
contributes to the communication of news information. As it has similar function as
photographs, some of the guidelines can also be applied to organize the multi-media
element in digital format newspaper.
2.4 Newspaper in the Digital Age
With the widespread use of the personal computer and the development of the
World Wide Web, traditional newspaper is no longer the dominant medium to
communicate news information in people’s daily lives. After the first electronic news
appeared in the mid-1990s, newspapers started to experience a transition from a printed
format to a digital format. The prosperousness of web-based publications enables web
users to get more news information online; while the popularity of smart phones and
electronic book devices “feed” news to readers at anytime and any place. Technology not
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only forces the evolution of newspapers, but also reforms the newspaper reading habits of
readers. The newspaper form change brings new experiences to readers; therefore,
newspaper design is facing new challenges to meet the needs of readers.
2.4.1 Differences Between Printed Newspapers and Electronic Newspapers
Different medium platforms define different features of newspapers. From printed
format to digital format, newspapers change how people read, comprehend and interact
with the information. Through comparing traditional printed newspapers and web-based
newspapers, Barrie Gunter summarized the key differences between printed newspapers
and digital newspapers in seven categories: (a) amount of content; (b) format and design;
(c) access and customization; (d) immediacy; (e) hyperlinking; (f) interactivity; (g) cost
(Table 1) (Gunter, 2003, pp.65–72). On one hand, these differences improve the news
communicating process, which facilitate readers to get information better. On the other
hand, these changes force readers to perform differently when interacting with traditional
newspapers and electronic newspapers, which challenge their newspaper reading habits
that formed over a long period of time.
Table 1. Differences between printed and digital newspapers
Features

Amount of content

Printed Newspaper

1. Only report a specific event;
2. Content is limited by page space;

Format & design

3. Vertical reading format;
4. Measured by inch and pica;
5. Content is presented by text,
photos and graphics.

Access

6. Information is accessible at
circulation time and place;
7. Readers do not need an extra
device for reading.

Digital Newspaper
1. Report a specific event, provide
background information and
related stories;
2. No limitation of page space;
3.
4.
5.

Horizontal reading format;
Measured by pixel;
Content is presented by text,
images and multimedia
elements (audio & video).

6.

Information is accessible any
time, anywhere;
Readers need an extra device
for reading.

7.
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Customization

Immediacy

8. Readers cannot choose the
news content.
9. Content can only be updated
when a new edition is available.
Information delivery is limited
by print and distribution process.

8. Readers have the flexibility
to receive news of a certain
section and store useful news.
9. Content can be updated online
continuously. There is no extra
time spent on printing and
product distribution.

Hyperlinking

10. There is no interconnection
between newspaper content or
one newspaper to another.

10. Newspaper content and
different newspapers are
connected by hyper links.

Interactivity

11. Print medium is a “one-way”
communication medium, which
makes hard-copy newspapers
hard to interact with.

11. Electronic medium is a “twoway” communication medium,
which enables users to interact
with either newspaper content
or other users.

Cost

12. The cost of printed newspapers
comes mainly from the expense
of paper and ink.

12. The cost of digital newspapers
comes mainly from the expense
of the reading device.

2.4.2 Electronic Newspapers Features
As the basic function of newspapers is communicating news stories to readers,
both printed newspapers and electronic newspapers need to maximize the efficiency of
information presentation, which will assist readers to acquire a pleasant reading
experience. However, due to the different characteristics of the printed medium and
digital medium, traditional hard-copy newspapers and electronic newspapers have
different approaches to achieve this purpose.
When Li (1998) studied the features of electronic newspapers, he discussed three
models in the presentation of news information: (a) the interactivity model, (b) the hybrid
model, and (c) the media transition model. Based on these three models, Gunter (2003)
examined how electronic newspapers convey information to the users.
The Interactivity Model
The most significant feature of electronic newspapers is the ability for interaction.
As Rogers noted, “the most essential capacity of electronic media is that of interactivity,”
electronic newspapers provide readers with interaction on various dimensions and levels.
Cho and Leckenby categorized interactivity as “interaction between users and messages,
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human beings and machines, and senders and receivers” (Gunter, 2003, pp.60–63). Their
research indicated that compared to traditional printed newspaper, the role of readers in
electronic newspaper is more active. For the traditional hard-copy newspapers, the
information delivery process and reading process are separated. On one hand, readers can
only read the content that is presented on the page; but on the other hand, it is hard for
newspaper editors to evaluate the effectiveness of news communication. The power of
message delivery belongs to newspaper publishers, while readers are passive message
receivers. However, for the electronic newspapers, the communication power has shifted
to readers (Li, 2006, pp.33–37).
Li and Zeng divided the interactivity of the Internet newspaper into two
dimensions– the “content interactivity” and the “interpersonal interactivity” (Li, 2006,
p.141). The content interactivity refers to the flexibility to select new and customized
personal newspapers. Without the constraint of page space, the quantity of news is
increased dramatically by electronic medium. But at the same time, the digital format
newspaper also provides readers with the freedom to choose news that they are interested
in. Interpersonal interactivity indicates the “communication between human beings.”
Elements such as e-mail links, discussion forums and the comment messages of
electronic newspapers all contribute to the communication process. Through these
discussion platforms, readers are able to exchange messages and ideas with other readers
or editors (Li, 2006, pp.139–158).
According to Li and Zeng’s study, electronic newspapers establish networking
that links content with content, as well as readers to readers. Through connecting
background information and related stories by hyper links, the content networking
increases the depth of a report, which provides readers with an overall examination of a
specific event. Therefore, how to manage the content networking is especially important
for digital newspaper design. Previous studies found “newspapers… are helpful in
providing information about and building confidence in society, in overcoming
loneliness, and in strengthening social stability”. Some researches also revealed that one
of the significant motivations of using the Internet is “using the Internet for social
contact” and “seeking socially oriented gratification” (Gunter, 2003, pp.150–155). In this
way, the interpersonal interactivity is a unique feature of electronic newspapers that can
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fulfill the demand of social communication. How to build interpersonal communication
networking through newspapers will become a new topic for electronic newspaper
design.
The Hybrid Model
Applying multimedia functions in a news communication process is another
essential feature of electronic newspapers. Computer technology enriches the way of
telling news stories, which improves the electronic newspaper as a new hybrid news
medium that mixes literacy-print content with multimedia content (Li, 2006, p.36).
However, study regarding the effects of using multimedia in news information
communication is limited. From a cognitive psychology perspective, the cue summation
theory indicates “when textual information is presented along with images, it provides
additional learning cues, particularly at the time of retrieval from memory” (Severin,
1967). However, Lang (2000) and Leigh (1991) argued “media messages delivered
simultaneously in a number of modalities are cognitively complex and serve to overload
the processing system.” Sundar (2000) investigated the impact of news website
multimedia on user’s memory. Through comparing (a) text-only news site, (b) text and
picture based news site, (c) text and audio based news site, (d) text, picture and audio
mixed news site, and (e) text, picture and video mixed news site, he drew the following
conclusions:
•

The text-only and text-with-picture format news sites are preferred by users.

•

Compared to presenting information by pictures, audio has a strong negative
effect on the memory for news content.

•

Adding multimedia could hinder the user’s memory of news (Gunter, 2003,
pp.162–163).
Although multimedia technology including audio, video and animation make

newspapers more vivid and appealing, the effect of multiple channel communication on
cognitive ability should also be considered in electronic newspaper design. How to
integrate new technology into conventional news communication needs to be further
investigated.
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The Media Transition Model
Bordewijk and van Kaam (1986) illustrated four patterns for communication,
among which the two patterns “allocation” and “conversation” can demonstrate the
different processes of information transmitted for conventional newspapers and electronic
newspapers. They also concluded that as the mass communication medias were reformed
by new technologies, the communication pattern was “shifting from allocatory to
conversational.” According to their research, the allocation pattern refers to “information
sent from the center simultaneously to peripheral receivers”. This pattern describes how
printed newspapers convey the information to the final audience. By contrast, the
conversation pattern means “individuals interact directly with each other, by passing a
center or intermediary and choosing their own partners as well as the time”. The
conversation pattern reveals the feature of information distribution of electronic
newspapers (Li, 2006, pp.36–37).
2.4.3 Reading Experience in Digital Age
The transition from a printed medium to a digital medium also changes the way
that people read. The features of electronic newspapers are subverting to conventional
newspaper reading habits. With display technologies, reading devices as well as the
design of electronic newspapers all contribute to creating new reading experiences for
readers.
2.4.3.1 Reading from Paper vs. Reading from Screen
The electronic newspaper is characterized by displaying information with digital
text on a screen. Reading from printed text on paper to digital text on screen is the most
significant change of the newspaper reading experience. As early as 1980, researchers
started to study reading differences between these two types of mediums. Dillon et al.
(1988) reported an overall summary about reading from paper and reading from screen.
Through reviewing previous research studies, the research team reported that the reading
speed on screen is slower than on paper, and that tasks with more cognitive demand were
less accurate on screen than on paper. However, they suggested that these differences
were not caused by the medium itself, but by the intervening of various variables such as
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type size, line length, and color contrast, etc. They concluded that the key factor
influencing reading behavior was the visual display quality. Therefore, the resolution of
screen is especially important for a pleasant reading experience.
As more and more display technologies were invented, the quality of digital
display was also improved. The paper-like e-ink display and high-resolution LCD display
make up the previous screen display deficiencies, which brings a more comfortable
reading experience to users. In the study of Siegenthaler et al. (2011), they explored the
reading differences between printed book and e-book by analyzing two types of eye
movement: “fixations (eye fixation times and duration)” and “saccades (progressive,
regressive and line sweeps)”. In their study, results revealed there was no obvious
difference of saccades when reading these two types of book, however, the fixation
duration on a printed book was significantly longer than on an e-book. As visual fixation
is a factor in evaluation of legibility, researchers concluded, “In some situations, ereaders have better legibility than a printed book”. They ascribed the reason to a feature
of e-books that enables users to adjust the optimal font size according to their personal
needs.
Although the existing research did not compare the visual display of printed
newspaper and electronic newspaper directly, the studies about reading experiences on
conventional printed mediums and digital mediums convey a general result of the
problem. It suggests with the development of display technology, the deficiencies caused
by digital displays have been reduced. The display medium is not the main factor that
affects the reading experience.
2.4.3.2 Interaction with Electronic Newspapers
The three information-presenting models illustrated by Li (1998) not only explain
the features of electronic newspapers, but also influence how people perform when
reading electronic newspapers.
As a communication medium, the Internet is described as “nonlinear”– users are
able to read content without following a certain sequence, and they can also access other
related information through hyperlinks (Friedland & Webb, 1996; Paul, 1995). This
nonlinear feature can be applied to any digital format newspaper today; there is no
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difference if it is presented in the form of a website or mobile device application. Gunter
believes the nonlinear feature has the potential to result in nonlinear reading, which is
different from the linear reading of traditional newspapers:
“With a hard-copy newspaper, finite information is prepared that a reader
consumes by starting at the top of the page and reading down. With an electronic
newspaper, the reader may be able to switch from the story halfway through to
pursue more detailed information on a point that is archived elsewhere.” (Gunter,
2003, p.145)
In response to the key feature “interactivity” of electronic newspapers, researchers
also examine how readers interact with news content during the reading process. Similar
to reading a printed newspaper, readers usually scan the information before deciding to
explore a specific content. However, researchers define the major interactivity of reading
electronic newspapers as “browsing”. Fredin and David (1998) established a
“Hypermedia Interactivity Cycle (HIC)” model to examine the “browsing” behavior in
detail. The HIC model can assist people to understand how readers perceive and select
information under the digital reading environment.
According to Fredin and David, the HIC model divides browsing into three
stages: preparation, exploration, and consolidation. The preparation stage is the beginning
of this cycle. During this stage, users are exposed to various menus and options. They
need to make the best choice from the options based on their guess and estimation. The
preparation stage can help users to filter out the information that does not interest them,
so that they will face a moderate amount of information in the exploration stage. After
making the choice from a menu, users come to the exploration phase where they need to
explore the information that relates to their choice. In this phase, the integrated text,
graphics, audio, and video information plus various menu items and buttons bring users
to a more complex interaction system. Users need to interact with this system before
focusing on their final choice. The HIC cycle will end with the consolidation stage, where
users either find the information they are interested in or fail to find the information and
start a new exploration phase to keep searching. Fredin and David suggested that the
behavior of the HIC model was controlled by motivational components, which are
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consisted of “goals” and “self-efficacy”. Motivational components show the relationship
between users’ expectations and action outcomes; users usually make decisions based on
this relationship (Gunter, 2003, pp.146–149).
The digital communication medium has shifted the power from information
senders to information receivers; therefore, a user-centered design strategy is extremely
important for electronic newspaper design. The research about reading behavior and
experience under a digital environment provide designers with a general understanding of
how users act under the digital reading environment. In order to facilitate linear reading,
the design of traditional printed newspaper focuses on organizing separate news stories to
establish a clear visual structure and lead a fluent visual flow. Although a structured
visual layout is important for electronic newspaper design, since users usually perform
nonlinear reading when reading digitally, it is also critical to build a reasonable
information network to support the nonlinear reading behavior of users. In this way, the
information architecture and page navigation will play essential roles in electronic
newspaper design.
2.5 Electronic Newspapers
The electronic newspaper (e-newspaper) is a digital-format newspaper that
communicates information through a certain electronic device. An early format of enewspaper is the web-based newspaper that is displayed on a computer screen. However,
as more and more mobile devices such as e-readers, Smartphones and tablet PCs enter the
market, the formats of e-newspapers are expanding beyond the web page of a computer.
The invention of e-book readers and tablet PCs (such as the Amazon’s Kindle and
Apple’s iPad) revolutionized the publishing industry. Online bookstores and mobile
applications enrich the publishing platforms. However, the development of technology is
at a faster pace than users’ acceptance and comfort-level of technology. New
technologies constantly challenge the reading habits of users’ that formed years earlier. In
this case, there is a gap between what technology can offer to users and how users will
use technology. More research is needed to investigate this issue and close in on the gap
between technology and users. Research focused on e-newspaper design is especially
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limited. The existing studies that have explored the issues regarding reading in the digital
environment and e-book design will help to establish a base for e-newspaper design.
2.5.1 Electronic Reading Devices
The electronic reading devices in the current market can be divided into two
major categories: e-book readers (eReaders) and tablet PCs (tablets). Among the various
brands, the Amazon Kindle and Apple iPad are the most popular brand in each category.
Research has examined the differences between these two types of devices from different
perspectives.
2.5.1.1 Display Technologies of eReaders and Tablets
One of the most significant differences between eReaders and tablet PCs is the
various screen display technologies. The eReaders device usually works with electronic
ink (e-ink) on electronic paper, which relies on ambient lighting resources for display;
whereas, the tablets adopt the LED (light-emitting diode)-lit LCD (liquid crystal display)
displays, which needs background lighting to display in a dark environment (Lee et al.,
2011, Lin et al., 2008, & Ballhaus et al., 2010). The two different display technologies
have both advantages and disadvantages to present digital format content.
The main advantage of e-ink display is that it provides readers with a paper-like
reading experience. Lee et al. (2011) described how E-ink technology works to display
information on a device:
“… E-ink comprises millions of tiny microcapsules where a mixture of positively
charged white particles and negatively charged black particles are suspended in
fluid. The black and white image is shown by applying an external electric field to
attract the charged particles on the surface according to the polarity.”
Research has proved that the e-ink display technology has fewer glares on the
screen. This feature will help to reduce visual fatigue when reading on an electronic
device (Lin et al., 2008). However, the limitation of e-ink display technology is that it can
only present black and white content with gray scales. Therefore it confines the display of
graphics and videos for digital format content. Moreover, e-ink technology has a delay of
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transition from one screen to another, which also interferes with the reading experience of
users (PrincewaterhouseCoopers, 2010, pp. 4–5).
By contrast, tablets that use LED display technology present content on a liquid
crystal display (LCD) screen, which often causes a glare from a direct light source. In
previous studies, users also mentioned they felt uncomfortable when reading in direct
sunlight with an iPad. This problem makes it is hard to predict in what condition readers
can get the best legibility of the text with tablets. Compared to the e-ink display, the LED
technology is able to present high-resolution photos and multimedia content. It also has
the advantage of turning pages and following hyperlinks without delay, so it is especially
suitable for newspapers and magazines (PrincewaterhouseCoopers, 2010, pp. 6–7).
2.5.1.2 Target Users of eReaders and Tablets
The research conducted by PrincewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) illustrated an overall
comparison of functions, physical appearances (screen size, weight, etc.), battery life and
available book resources between eReaders and tablet PCs. Based on the comparison
analysis, it concluded the target users of these two types of device had various reading
purposes.
According to the PwC report, an eReader is a single function device that has
advantages in terms of legibility, battery operating time and weight compared to tablet
PCs. Therefore, they enable users to read lengthy content without being disturbed by
other tasks and visual fatigue. In comparison, the table PC is a multi-functional device,
which not only supports reading e-books, but also provides users with functions such as
accessing the Internet, checking e-mail, playing games, and so on. In response to the
different functional features, the research implies eReaders and tablets attract users with
different reading purposes. An eReader is usually accompanied with an e-bookstore from
the same brand. The online e-bookstore provides sufficient e-book resources to readers.
Therefore, the eReader is ideal for mass-market books. It targets readers who are
interested in the content rather than the format of a book. Due to the advantages of LED
display technology, the tablet performs better when displaying color and multimedia
content, which makes it is particularly suitable to display the content of newspapers or
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magazines. In addition, a tablet is good for readers who occasionally read or those who
look for special interest literature.
Research also compared the characteristics of eReader users and tablets users. The
target users of an eReader device are described as “avid readers”, traditionally are
“women between 30 and 60 years of age, who read several times a week and purchase
many books each year.” The major target users of a tablet usually include younger users,
“technophile consumers”, as well as people who are concerned with up-to-date
information everyday (PrincewaterhouseCoopers, 2010, pp. 8–15).
2.5.1.3 The Influence of Electronic Reading Device on Newspaper Industry
Research found that the electronic reading device was changing the way people
acquire daily news. Previous studies have proved that tablets have the advantage of
displaying newspapers and magazines to readers, which provide a new platform for
newspaper publishers. The unique iPad application store developed by the Apple
company brings more opportunities to e-newspapers. As the Internet has become the
dominant channel for people to acquire information in their daily lives, the publishing
industry has shifted from the printed age to the digital age. This change resulted in an
increased production of digital format products for newspaper and periodical publishers.
The PwC consumer survey indicated that “36% to 49% of periodical subscribers and 30%
to 48% of newspaper subscribers would use the iPad for reading electronic newspapers
and periodicals.” In the survey of consumers’ attitudes toward digital publishing
products, “16% of American users say that they might subscribe to digital newspapers
and periodicals, and two thirds of all people covered by the survey believe that digitally
distributed newspapers will at least partially replace the printed editions.” The statistics
reveal reading newspaper via an iPad device will become a new way to acquire news in
consumers’ daily lives (PrincewaterhouseCoopers, 2010, p. 17).
2.5.2 Related Design Researches
Compared to traditional printed newspapers, the digital format newspaper brings a
different reading experience to users. One of the most significant changes is it involves
more interaction during the news reading process. Unlike conventional newspaper design,
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e-newspaper design research focuses on the typographic issues of newspaper page layout
that requires an overall examination of both the typographic perspective and the human
computer interaction perspective. The role of users needs to be fully considered in the
research. Existing research especially targeted on e-newspaper design is limited.
However, related research about e-book design and web-based newspaper design will
contribute to future study about the design of electronic newspapers.
2.5.2.1 E-book Legibility
The change from reading through a printed medium to a digital medium brings
different visual experiences to readers. Legibility issues regarding text size, fonts,
leading, etc. in printed mediums still play an essential role in digital typographic design.
As the e-book and e-newspaper share the same reading devices, some study results
concerning the legibility of e-books will benefit the exploration of e-newspaper legibility.
Illumination Condition & Legibility
The display of digital contents usually relies on an electronic device; therefore,
the interaction between display technology and the reading environment has become a
new factor that affects users’ reading experiences. Previous research has proved that
illumination is one of the important factors that affect visual performance (Lin et al.,
2008). Several studies have contributed to the investigation of the relationship between
ambient illumination conditions and the legibility of an e-book. The study found that the
legibility of electronic paper increased as the illumination level increased in a certain
range. The minimum illumination requirement for electronic paper is 62 lux, and
legibility will increase with the illumination level until 1500 lux. However, if the
illumination level is beyond 1500 lux, it will cause a decrease in legibility. A possible
reason for the decrease in legibility is the reflected glare caused by higher illumination.
The study concluded that the ambient illumination at 700 lux and greater, such as 1500
lux were better for electronic paper display (Lee et al., 2008, & Lin et al., 2011).
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Typography & Legibility
Some research also discussed how the basic typographic elements affected the
legibility of e-ink display on electronic papers. The research team of Lee et al. used a
letter-search task to evaluate the effect of character size, font style and interline spacing
on visual performance and visual fatigue. Based on their study results, search time
decreased and accuracy increased along with the increase of character size and interline
spacing. They also suggested that E-paper displays might need greater character size such
as 3.3 mm or 22 mm of visual angle, and leading set to about 66% of character size. The
research team also studied how font style affected the readability of electronic paper.
They concluded, “thicker stroke is more readable for real paper or under higher contrast,
but e-paper was contrary (Shen et al., 2009).”
Legibility research of e-Ink display was based on the Chinese language, which
usually has different font structures and size measurements compared to English. The
participants of the study were Chinese; who have different reading habits compared to
English readers, which means the existing research may have limitations to the eReaders
in the US.
2.5.2.2 E-book Usability
From paper to screen, the evolution of the book has challenged the reading
experiences of readers. With the exception of reading and comprehending static texts and
images, reading experiences also involve the interaction with the devices. Therefore, the
usability of the e-book has become a new topic for researchers. Siegenthaler et al. (2010)
summarized two criteria to evaluate an e-book design: adequate legibility and good
usability. They also suggested that these two criteria of e-book design would affect each
other as they influence readers’ reading experiences.
Kang et al. (2009) evaluated the usability of e-books through comparing the
reading performance of a conventional book to an e-book. The comparison was examined
from two perspectives: (a) reading performance, which included reading speed and
reading accuracy; and (b) eye fatigue. In this study, researchers found the reading speed
of an e-book was slower than the conventional paper book. However, the reading
accuracy was similar for the two book formats. The study also proved that the e-book will
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cause more visual fatigue than the conventional book, but because the participants were
Chinese speakers, and the book content is displayed in Chinese, and the result might be
different for English speakers.
Jakob Nielsen investigated the usability of the Kindle and the iPad in his selfexperiment. In the usability study of Kindle 2, Nielsen read half of a book with the
Kindle 2 and the other half with the conventional paper book. He concluded the
advantage of the Kindle 2 was it provided readers with an equal-to-print legibility. The
content layout design and interface design made the device suited for reading linear text
(e.g. text in a novel) rather than non-linear text (e.g. text in a newspaper) (Nielsen, 2009).
For Amazon’s new eReader product, Kindle Fire, Nielsen criticized the display
dimensions of the device as “too small to display the content that is suitable for 10-inch
tablets (e.g. the iPad), and too “luxurious” for a mobile site that is designed for 3.5-inch
mobile screen.” According to Nielsen, the Kindle Fire has poor usability because the
limited screen size usually causes tap errors and accidental activation, but the color
display feature makes up the disadvantage of displaying magazines and color content in
previous Kindle generations (Nielsen, 2011).
2.5.3 Electronic Newspaper Design
As a new format of newspaper, the newspaper iPad applications share similar
interactive features with Internet newspapers. Previous research about website usability
design demonstrated how a website facilitated the interaction of users with a website, and
web-based newspaper design research illustrated how e-newspaper design affects the way
readers acquire information during the reading process. The results of the research
provided general guidelines for e-newspaper design.
Krug (2006) had an overall examination of website design usability, and he
suggested that the fundamental principle was “don’t make users think.” He implied when
users search a website to get information, they usually scan the page, make a quick
reasonable choice rather than the best choice, and “muddle through” the process without
understanding how things work (pp. 21–29). Therefore users get information from a
website in a hurry, and the website design should reduce the cognitive load of users. Krug
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proposed a set of design principles for creating good web usability, and some of them
will benefit e-newspaper design:
•

Make buttons and link labels clear, to let users know they are clickable.

•

Reduce unnecessary selections for users, and provide limited selections.

•

Design familiarity for users.

•

Provide search functions for “search-dominant” users.

•

Create an effective navigation system through clear hierarchy and visual signs.
Li (2006) identified an essential function of newspaper design as facilitating users

to retrieve news information. Therefore he examined the relationship between general
website design and information retrieval efficiency. According to Li’s analysis, web page
design contains two dimensions–presentation and navigation. Presentation means how
information is presented on the web page, and navigation means how a website directs
users to access information. The two dimensions of design interact together to build the
basic structure of a web page. This structure will determine the information retrieval
efficiency of users. Li implied a successful Internet newspaper design should achieved
three objectives: (a) designing a shallow structure that offers news on the first available
screen; (b) providing an immediate access to information that limits the steps to access
final news stories; and (c) creating a fluent news flow that enables readers to access
desired information without any obstacles. Based on Li’s analysis, the factors that
influence the information retrieval efficiency can be summarized to evaluate the design of
e-newspapers (Table 2) (pp. 65–80).
Table 2. Factors affect e-newspaper information retrieval efficiency
Objective

Factor

Shallow information structure

News items displayed on the homepage

Immediate access to news information

Steps to access news story content

Smooth news flow

Fluent navigation/ Information loading time

According to Li’s research, the newspaper visual presentation style and visual
appeal will also affect news retrieval efficiency. As the visual presentation style refers to
the balance between graphics and text, the styles can be categorized as text-dominant
presentation, balanced presentation, and graphic-dominant presentation. The research
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suggested the retrieval efficiency of a graphic-dominant style and a balanced style were
similar to each other, yet were significantly different from the text-dominant style. The
visual appeal can be evaluated by the typographic design of a page. Li implies a page
with high visual appeal will assist readers to process and access news information
through the coherent organization of visual elements, and the high visual appeal will
result in high retrieval efficiency of an e-newspaper (pp. 81–98).
2.5.4 Usability of iPad Applications and Websites
As the iPad application stores become more and more popular, many newspaper
publishers embrace the marketing opportunity to create their own unique applications to
meet readers’ needs. It is hard for many consumers to evaluate the newspaper application
design. Budiu and Nielsen (2011) compared the usability of websites and applications on
the iPad. The report analyzed iPad usability in detail. It also studied magazine design on
an iPad, which concluded several design suggestions for magazine applications.
2.5.4.1 Comparison of iPad Applications and Websites
In the comparison study of iPad applications and websites, researchers found that
applications usually attract users who are already engaged with a certain brand and use it
on a regular basis. Through comparing the information provided by the application and
website with the same brand, researchers discovered the applications contained less
information than the websites, and the app design usually required users to work more to
finish the same task on the website. Based on this observation, they suggested iPad
application design should have distinct advantages compared to the website with the
same brand, and the overall application design should not make users work more than on
the website (pp. 12–24).
2.5.4.2 Magazine Design on iPad
Budiu and Nielsen (2011) conducted a case study about magazine design on an
iPad. Through comparing various electronic magazines, they described the common
characteristics of iPad magazine design and gave several design recommendations:
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a. Navigation: Keep the navigation bar always visible.
b. Table of contents: First, the page should always contain a table of contents
link, and the link should take the users to the table-of-contents page in the
magazine. Second, the information in the table of contents should be
understandable and clearly formatted.
c. Slider & Page Viewer: A page viewer that displays page (or article) thumbnails
will assist users to navigate a specific article without go back to the table of
contents (Figure 2). The page viewer navigation is especially helpful to look for
an article that users have read before. Some magazines also provide a page slider
for a quick navigation of the magazine, but the results revealed it usually turns out
to be useless for readers (Figure 3).

Figure 2. iPad magazine page viewer
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Figure 3. iPad magazine page slider
d. Search Function: None of the magazine applications in the research provided a
search function, but users mentioned the search function was critical when
reading digital format magazines.
e. Multiple Navigation Schemes: Most magazine apps today apply a dual model
for navigation– swipe to go to the previous or next pages, and scroll vertically to
read the article. Researchers suggest not using multiple navigation schemes in the
same app, and not using horizontal navigation for a slideshow if the app supports
a two-dimensional navigation scheme.
f. Splash Article Pages: It is important for readers to scan the information on the
first page of a magazine to make a decision about whether or not to read further.
Therefore, conveying the right information about the article is especially critical
for a page design. Typically it uses a picture, as well as a paragraph giving users
enough detail about the article content to draw readers’ attention.
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CHAPTER 3. ONLINE SURVEY & RESULT ANALYSIS
3.1 Overview
At the beginning of this study, an online survey was conducted to investigate
readers’ reading experience and preference with printed newspaper and digital format
newspaper. An online survey questionnaire with 27 questions about reading printed
newspaper and digital format newspaper was posed on the online survey website
“SurveyMonkey”(Appendix A). Participants were recruited by word of mouth, social
networking, and mass email. The demographic information including age, gender, native
language, education, profession, income, and familiarity with technology are collected to
examine how they associate with the final results. Two main questions were investigated
in the survey:
•

Which format do readers prefer to use to access daily news?

•

What are the advantages and disadvantages of digital format newspaper?
In addition, the survey also studies the use of an iPad for reading digital format

newspapers.
3.2 Participants’ Demographic Information
After obtaining IRB approval (Appendix B), 162 subjects age eighteen and over
participated in the online survey, among which, one hundred and forty-five subjects
completed the questionnaire of the survey. The valid data was collected from the 145
subjects who completed the survey.
3.2.1 Age
Among the 145 participants who completed the survey, 143 participants indicated
their ages, ranging from 19 to 74 years old. In order to explore the correlation between
age and preference of newspaper format, the participants were divided into seven groups.
The groups with age ranges 18~24 years and 25~31 years represent the most participants,
covering 44.8% participants total. The other age groups have a similar number of subjects
(Figure 4). Here initial concepts and conditions are explained and several hypotheses are
mentioned in brief.
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Figure 4. Age distribution of participants
3.2.2 Gender
Of the 145 participants who completed the survey, 143 participants reported their
gender in the survey, totaling 54 male subjects and 89 female subjects. The gender ratio
between the male and female participants is approximately 3:5 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Gender information of participants
3.2.3 Native Language
A total of 142 subjects provided their native language information, consisting of
96 English speakers (66.2%), 26 Chinese speakers (17.9%) and 20 international
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participants (13.8%). The international group includes 4 Korean participants, 4 Japanese
participants, 4 Indian participants, and 8 European participants.
3.2.4 Education
The participants’ education background was measured by the highest degree
earned. A certain degree includes subjects who are currently pursuing it and who have
already acquired it. For example, the bachelor’s degree group includes both college
students and people who have earned a bachelor’s degree but did not enter graduate
school.
A total of 139 participants responded to the question that asks about their
education. Their education backgrounds are as follows:
•

53 subjects are at the bachelor’s degree level, including 20 college students
and 33 participants who have graduated. This totals 36.6% of all the
participants;

•

45 subjects have a master’s degree, equaling 31% of the total participants;

•

33 subjects have a Ph.D degree, equaling 22.8% of the total;

•

8 subjects indicate they are graduate students but did not specify which degree
they have.

3.2.5 Profession
The number of participants who reported their profession information is 143,
98.6% of the total participants. Since this survey was conducted in a college town, the
main participants are university students, 33.1% of the total participants, and university
staff and professors, 29% of the total participants. Other professions include 8.3%
designers, 9.7% marketing related careers, 4.8% IT related careers, and 13.8%
miscellaneous careers.
3.2.6 Monthly Income
A total of 116 participants reported their monthly income, making up 80% of the
total. The subjects were divided into seven groups based on their monthly income (Table
3). The top two groups with the most subjects are the group with monthly income under
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$2000 (24.8%), and the group with monthly income between $2000 and $4000 (17.9%).
The group with subjects who have less than $2000 every month is considered a student
group. It is congruous with the result of profession information. However, some of the
subjects who indicate their income over $8000 per month did not mention the currency
type, so the data related to monthly income in this group is not clear.
Table 3. Subjects’ monthly income information
Monthly

Number

Percentage

Income Less
($) than

36

2000

2100~4000

26

17.9

4100~ 6000

13

9

6100~ 8000

14

9.7

More than

14

9.7

Total

116

80

8000

(%)

24.8

3.3 Analysis
The questions of the survey can be categorized into four sections: (1) familiarity
with electronic devices; (2) reading habits of daily news; (3) evaluation about electronic
newspapers; (4) the usage of an iPad for reading daily news.
In the first three sections, users’ demographic information was examined to
investigate the correlations between their background and responses to the
questionnaires. The first and second sections provide participants with several multiple
choice questions about what devices they have (Question 8–9), what devices they usually
use to read daily news (Question 11), and their habits of reading news (Question 13–14).
In these two sections, participants were also asked to indicate the frequency of using their
devices (Question 10 & 12). In the third section, participants were required to compare
printed newspapers and electronic newspapers and show their preference of the two
media. Subjects’ preferences were measured by their attitudes toward eight questions
(Question 15–22), each on a 1–5-point scale, ranging from “disagree” to “agree”. In
addition, two multiple-choice questions about advantages and disadvantages of electronic
newspaper were also asked in this section (Question 23–24). The forth section
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investigates users’ characteristics and their method of using an iPad to access daily news
(Question 25–28). The usage of an iPad for reading newspaper was examined from two
directions: in what situation participants use an iPad to read news and which websites or
applications are popular for readers.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Familiarity with Electronic Device
Participants’ familiarity with electronic devices was evaluated by two criteria: the
digital devices they possessed and the frequency of using their devices. In this survey,
subjects selected the devices they owned from the following: desktop computers, laptop
computers, tablet PCs, smartphones, regular cell phones, e-book readers, and iPod touch.
They also indicated how often they use these devices.
3.4.1.1 What Devices Do Users Have?
The data collected from the 145 subjects illustrates the popularity of various
devices for people’s daily use (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Participants’ possession of different device
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The survey results show the two devices that most subjects claim to have are
laptop computers and smartphones. However, the statistics indicate the number of
subjects who own a laptop computer is 95.2% among the total, which is 1.7 times larger
than the subjects who have smartphones (55.9%). This result proves the laptop computer
has become the most common device for daily use. When comparing the two types of
electronic reading devices, the results show more participants possess a tablet PC (28.3%)
than an e-reader (17.9%), which means the mono-functional reading device is not as
popular as the multifunctional tablet. Since no subject mentions he or she has a brand of
tablet other than the Apple iPad, the tablet PC in this study can be specified as iPad.
Participants’ demographic information was also studied to examine how an
individual embraces technology. Some devices can be interpreted to present old
technology and new technology based on technology development trends. From this
perspective, the comparisons between desktop computers and laptop computers, and
regular phones and smartphones were analyzed. By examining the age differences, the
results reveal the younger generation and elder generation tend to adopt technology
through different approaches (Table 4). The difference is especially obvious between
Group 1 and Group 7.
Table 4. Technology adoption of different age groups
Group

Age

Laptop (%)

Desktop (%)

Smartphone (%)

Regular phone(%)

1

18~24

100

11.8

50

38.2

2

25~31

86.7

43.3

60

23.3

3

32~38

94.4

77.8

44.4

38.9

4

39~45

94.1

82.4

70.6

64.7

5

46~52

100

52.6

78.9

31.6

6

53~59

92.9

57.1

57.1

35.7

7

60 & over 60

90

60

20

70

In Group 1, every subject owns a laptop computer, whereas only 11.8% of them
own a desktop computer. By contrast, 90% of participants in Group 7 own a laptop
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computer, but 60% of them also own a desktop computer. The percentage of the subjects
who have desktop computers in Group 1 is extremely smaller than any other age group.
The differences also reflect the possession of mobile phones. Half (50%) of participants
of Group 1 own a smartphone, and 38.2% own a regular phone. However, only 20%
participants of Group 7 have a smartphone, but 70% of them have a regular cell phone.
Group 4, with participants ranging from 39 to 45 years in age, seem more open to
both old and new technology than other groups. When considering the three groups with
the most participants who own each device, a percentage of Group 4 is presented in
every category (Table 5).
Table 5. Top three groups with highest number of device possession
Rank

1

2

3

Group

Percentag
e (%)

Group

Percentag
e (%)

Group

Percentag
e (%)

Laptop

Group 1, 5

100

Group 3

94.4

Group 4

94.1

Desktop

Group 4

82.4

Group 3

77.8

Group 7

60

Smartphone

Group 5

78.9

Group 4

70.6

Group 2

60

Regular Phone

Group 7

70

Group 4

64.7

Group 3

38.9

iPad

Group 4

35.3

Group 3

33.3

Group 6

28.6

E-book Reader

Group 7

30

Group 3

27.8

Group 4

23.5

iPod Touch

Group 4

41.2

Group 1

32.4

Group 5

26.3

However, subject age is not the only factor that has influenced these results. In
fact, the final result is determined by the intervening effect of various demographic
factors. The income level is another critical factor that affects the choice of device,
especially for tablets. The survey results demonstrate that for monthly income ranges
under $8,000, the number of subjects who own a tablet (iPad) increases with income level
(Table 6). It also shows subjects who have higher income are more likely to purchase
both a laptop computer and desktop computer (Table 7). Because some of the participants
in the group with monthly income over $8,000 did not mention their currency unit, the
data of this group is not convincing enough to draw a conclusion.
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Table 6. Influence of monthly income on the possession of tablets
Monthly Income ($)

Subjects Owning an iPad (%)

≤ 2000

14.6

2100~4000

30

4100~6000

38.9

6100~8000

50

> 8000

31.6

Table 7. Influence of monthly income on the possession of computers
Monthly Income ($)

Subjects Owning Both Laptop & Desktop (%)

≤ 2000

19.5

2100~4000

36.7

4100~6000

72.2

6100~8000

87.5

> 8000

63.2

Furthermore, when examining users’ professions, the results indicate that except
for the laptop computer, the non-student group has a higher percentage of device
possession than the student group in each category (Table 8). This result shows users’
choice of devices associates their working environments and job tasks. Regarding tablets,
the data proves that non-student subjects are more likely to own an iPad than students.
This result also confirms the correlation between income level and possession of tablets.
Table 8. Influence of professions on the possession of device
Students

Professors

Others1

Laptop

93.6%

92.9%

96.3%

Desktop

100
25.5%

94.4
61.9%

94.1
57.4%

Smartphone

82.4
46.8%

77.8
54.8%

60
63%

78.9

oup 4

60

Professions

1

70.6

The “others” group mainly includes designers, engineers, marketing-related jobs, IT-related jobs,
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Regular

38.3%

45.2%

40.7

Phone
iPad

70
12.8%

64.7
33.3%

38.9
37%

E-book

42.9
12.8%

41.2
19%

32.8
22.2%

Reader
iPod Touch

30
29.8%

27.8
23.8%

23.5
24.1%

41.2

32.4

26.3

3.4.1.2 How Often Do People Use Their Devices?
Participants of the survey reported the frequency of using their electronic devices
by answering an open-ended question. Their answers are categorized as “extremely high–
several times per day”, “high– daily”, “medium–several times per week” and “low–
weekly”. The result analysis focuses on the top two devices that most participants have–
laptop computers and smartphones. In order to explore the experience of reading
electronic newspapers, the frequency of using an iPad is also examined.
The results suggest 79.7% of the subjects who have a laptop computer use the
device everyday, 20% of which claim they use the device for constant hours or several
times per day. Similarly, 81.5% of subjects who have smart phones state they use the
device daily, 27% of which use it at a very high frequency. This data falls in accord with
the result of the users’ device possession situation. It confirms that laptop computers and
smartphones are the most common device for people’s daily use. Although the possession
of an iPad is not as common as laptop computers and smartphones, the usage frequency
of this device is also high for most owners. The survey results reveal 70.8% of tablet
owners use the device everyday. This evidence proves the tablets have become another
important personal device for people’s daily use.
3.4.2 Reading Habits of Daily News
Participants’ reading habits of news are investigated from two perspectives:
(1) general news reading experience, including the frequency of reading daily news and
participants’ preference of news information format; (2) reading experience of digital
news, including what device people usually use to read daily news, and how often they
use the device to read news.
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3.4.2.1 General News Reading Experience
How often do people read news?
Figure 7 demonstrates how often people read news in detail. Since only 5% of
survey participants state they read news every morning and night, both participants who
read news twice per day and several times per day are accounted for in one group labeled
“reading news multiple times per day”. The survey results suggest more than 75% of
survey participants read news daily (including participants who read news daily, twice
per day and several time per day), and around 40% of them access news multiple times
per day. Therefore, reading news every day is the common behavior for most people.

Figure 7. Participants’ news reading frequency
However, the frequency of news reading is various for people with different
demographic backgrounds. According to the responses from seven different age groups,
subjects under age 30 seem to read less news than those over age 30 (Table 9). This
difference is especially obvious for the group with ages ranging from 18 to 24 (Group 1).
In Group 1, the ratio of subjects who read news daily compared to those who read news
weekly is 1.36, a number much lower than the ratios in other groups except Group 7.
However, as the survey sample in Group 7 is only 10 subjects, it is not safe to conclude
subjects age 60 and over read news at similar frequencies as subjects in Group 1. The
data also shows that Group 3 has the highest percentage of subjects who read news
everyday (94.4%), implying that participants in the age range 32~38 read news more than
other age groups.
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Table 9. News reading frequency of different age groups
Group

Age

Multiple times

Daily (%)

Weekly (%)

1

18~24

per day (%)
20.6

35.3

41.2

2

25~31

23.3

53.3

20

3

32~38

33.3

61.1

5.6

4

39~45

47.1

47.1

5.9

5

46~52

26.3

42.1

31.6

6

53~59

35.7

50

7.1

7

60 and over

40

20

40

Subjects of different professions also read news at different frequencies.
According to subjects’ professions, the participants are grouped as “students”,
“professors”, and “others”. The news reading frequency of each profession group is
illustrated in Table 10. The data in Table 10 show subjects who work in industrial areas
access news more than subjects in academic areas. In addition, the subjects in student
groups read less news than subjects in non-student groups.
Table 10. News reading frequency of different professions
Profession

Multiple times
per day (%)

Daily (%)

Weekly (%)

Students

8.5

53.2

31.9

Professors

38.1

38.1

21.4

Others

40.7

44.4

14.8

The study also finds that 53.7% of the participants with monthly income less than
$2,000 read news everyday. By contrast, 86.7% of the subjects with monthly income over
$2,000 read news daily. As the subjects ranging age from 18 to 24 years old, or with
monthly incomes less than $2,000, can be interpreted as students, the survey result
implies students are less likely to read daily news.
Which news format do readers prefer?
In this study, participants were asked to select their preference of news
information format “text only”, “text & image” and “video & audio”. The result
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described in Figure 8 proves the information presented by text and image is the favorite
format for the majority of participants. The data indicates 86.7% of participants prefer to
access news by text and image, but only 26.6% of participants prefer video and audio
format. As video and audio are the dominant components of multimedia, the video and
audio format can represent an innovative news format of electronic newspapers while the
text and image format can be considered a conventional news format. The results imply
the new multimedia news format is not as popular as the conventional news information
format. This confirms Sundar’s (2000) previous research about multimedia effects on
news websites.

Figure 8. Participants’ preference of news format
By observing participants’ demographic backgrounds in detail, the study finds no
significant differences between subjects with various backgrounds regarding the
conventional news format. However, subjects over 50 years of age tend to have more
positive attitudes toward video and audio news than those under 50 years of age . In
addition, the multimedia format news is more popular for Chinese speakers than English
speakers. Table 11 presents the percentage comparison of subjects who prefer to access
video & audio format news of different age groups. The results show that 50% of subjects
in Group 6 and 40% of subjects in Group 7 prefer video and audio format news, which is
about two times more than the percentage in other age groups. Furthermore, there are
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only 25% of subjects age 50 years or older among the total 145 participants. Results
show 39% of participants age 50 or older indicate they prefer video and audio format
news, equaling about 38% of all the subjects who like multimedia news. However, since
the sample of this age group is not large enough to strongly support the conclusion,
further research needs to be done to confirm the result.
Table 11. Percentage of subjects who prefer video & audio format news
in different age groups
Group

Age

Number of subjects who prefer to access
video & audio format news (%)

1

18~24

25.7

2

25~31

17.2

3

32~38

27.8

4

39~45

17.6

5

46~52

21.1

6

53~59

50

7

60 and over

40

The study also finds Chinese speakers prefer to access video and audio format
news more than English speakers. By comparing the percentages of subjects who
indicate they prefer video and audio format news in the English speaking group, Chinese
speaking group, and international group (Table 12), it can be determined that almost half
(48%) of the Chinese speakers reported preferring multimedia format news, about two
times more than the subjects in the English speaking group and international group.
Table 12. Native language influences on preference of news format
Native
Language

Text Only (%)

Text & Image
(%)

Video & Audio
(%)

English

13.5

86.5

21.9

Chinese

16

84

48

International

5

90

25
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3.4.2.2 Reading Experience of Digital News
What device do people use to access news?
A total of 143 survey participants reported the devices they use to access daily
news. The percentage of subjects who choose each device is demonstrated in Figure 9.
The statistics show more than 90% of participants read news by computer, which is about
twice the number who read printed newspapers. However, about half of the participants
(46.2%) indicate they read traditional newspapers, which is higher than people who
access news by mobile devices (less than 20%). It shows that computers have replaced
printed newspapers as the dominant news communication medium. However, traditional
newspaper still plays an important role in people’s daily lives. By comparing how people
use mobile device to access news, the graphic indicates the Internet is more popular than
mobile news applications. Therefore, the survey result confirms the essential role of the
Internet in news communication.

Figure 9. Percentage of people who access news via various devices
The study also found in general, how users access news directly associates with
the devices they possess. For instance, the group of subjects ranging between 53–59 years
of age has the highest number of participants who own an iPad. In accordance with this
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result, subjects in this group read less news through computer and printed newspapers but
more news through an iPad than other age groups. The subjects in the student group
possess the lowest amount of iPad devices; therefore, the percentage of participants who
access news via an iPad is lowest in this group. There are also several findings relating to
subjects in specific demographic groups. Table 13 displays the number of subjects who
acquire news with each type of device in different age groups. This chart shows
participants 25–31 years of age favor printed newspaper least, and none of the subjects
age 60 or older access news by mobile device.
Table 13. Number of subjects who access new by different devices
Group

Age

Printed
Newspaper (%)

Computer
(%)

Mobile
Phone (%)

iPad (%)

1

18~24

60

94.3

37.1

29

2

25~31

24.1

93.1

20.7

24.1

3

32~38

61.1

94.4

33.3

33.3

4

39~45

41.2

94.1

47.1

17.6

5

46~52

47.4

89.5

21.1

21.1

6

53~59

28.6

78.6

28.6

28.6

7

60 and over

90

80

0

0

In addition, more male participants prefer printed newspapers, whereas more
female participants prefer to read news via computers, university professors prefer
printed newspapers more than other professions, and Chinese participants prefer to access
news via an iPad more than both English speakers and international participants.
However, the differences between these groups are not very significant.
How often do people use various devices to access news?
In regards to the question, “how often do participants use their electronic devices
to access news?”, 65.9% of subjects who access news by computers state they read news
everyday. In comparison, 57.9% of subjects who acquire news through traditional
newspapers read news daily, and 24.6% of all participants read news several times a
week. This study implies the news of traditional newspapers is not as immediate as
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electronic newspapers. The digital format news provides users with a more convenient
way to acquire information than printed newspapers. Among the subjects who read news
via an iPad, 80% of them indicate they access new news every day via this device.
Although the iPad has not been widely spread, the study proves it has become an
important tool to acquire information for iPad owners. Many survey participants also
mentioned the frequency of accessing news is also affected by the news feed function of
news applications or some social networking program like Twitter. This response
supports the idea that electronic media emphasizes the role of readers in the news
communication process. Readers have become the core of this process.
3.4.3 Evaluation of Electronic Newspaper
The evaluation of digital format newspaper aims to acquire subjects’ general
attitudes toward current electronic newspaper design. In this section, participants rated
each question on a 1-5-point scale; 1-point (strongly disagree) to 5-point (strongly agree),
based on their personal opinions. In addition, participants’ opinion about the advantages
and disadvantages of electronic newspapers are also investigated in the survey.
3.4.3.1 Participants’ Attitude to Electronic Newspaper and Printed Newspaper
Table 14 displays the detailed results of participants’ attitudes to each question.
52.8% participants suggested they prefer to read digital format newspapers, which is over
two times the amount of participants who prefer to read printed newspapers (23.3%).
Therefore, the overall preference of electronic newspapers is higher than traditional
printed newspapers. For the statement “e-newspaper is easier to share and makes
discussing news with other people easier”, more than half of participants selected
“strongly agree”, resulting in a mean score of 4.28. This result implies the majority of
users agree that digital format newspapers have the advantage to exchange information
with other people. It confirms that interpersonal interactivity is a significant feature of
electronic newspaper, and the communication pattern of newspaper is changing from
“allocation” to “conversation” (Li & Zeng, 2006, Bordewijk and van Kaam, 1986).
However, this survey does not strongly support previous research findings that electronic
newspapers are more likely to cause visual fatigue than printed newspaper. The resulting
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data shows the average rate of the statement “e-newspaper causes more visual fatigue” is
3.19, which is very close to 3– the rating score of “neutral”. The percentage of the
subjects who felt “neutral” with this statement (25.9%) is also higher than the percentage
of other attitudes. This result means with the development of display technology, the
comfort level of electronic reading devices has improved. Visual fatigue has not been a
major factor that diminishes the experience of reading digital content.
Table 14. Users’ attitude about electronic newspapers

Through analyzing the association between subjects’ demographic information
and their responses to these questions, three key factors that affect users’ attitudes are
identified: users’ age, profession, and nationality.
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Age Influence:
The survey result found the age factor has notable influence on subjects’ attitudes
towards the following items: (a) digital format newspapers make it easier for users to find
information; (b) digital format newspapers make it easier for readers to navigate to their
interested content; (c) digital format newspapers are easier to share with others and
makes discussing news with other people easier; (d) subjects’ overall preference about
digital format newspapers (Table 15).
Table 15. Age influence of participants’ attitude toward electronic newspapers
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Figure 10 describes the comparison of the average rating of participants’ attitudes
between each age group. The diagram shows in general that participants under the age of
30 and over the age of 50 have opposite attitudes towards electronic newspaper and
printed newspaper. The responses of subjects in Group 2 (ages 25–31) and Group 6 (ages
53–59) are especially different from other groups. For the overall rating of the
preferences of electronic newspaper and printed newspaper, the attitude rate of subjects
in Group 2 (ages 25–31) is 4.33, which falls between “agree” and “strongly agree” with
regards to the statement “I prefer to read electronic newspaper to printed newspaper”. By
contrast, the rate of subjects in Group 6 (ages 53–59) is 2.21, which is closer to
“disagree” with this statement. In addition, there is no significant difference of subjects’
preferences of electronic newspaper between Group 1 (ages 18–24) and Group 2 (ages
25–31). Similarly, the subjects in Group 6 (ages 53–59) and Group 7 (ages 60 and over)
share similar attitudes toward electronic newspaper (Table 16). If the participants are
generally grouped as: under 30 years of age, between ages 30 to 50, and over 50 years of
age, the survey results indicate that participants younger than 30 years of age have the
most positive attitudes towards electronic newspapers while subjects age 50 and over
have the most negative attitudes. Compared with the two age groups, subjects between
ages 30 and 50 are open to both electronic newspaper and printed newspaper.
Table 16. Comparison of overall preference of electronic newspaper in Group 2,
Group 6, and other age groups
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Figure 10. Comparison of the average rating of electronic newspaper and printed
newspaper between each age group
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49

50
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Profession Influence:
This study compares subjects’ preference differences of electronic newspapers
between a student group, a university professor group, and an industrial profession group.
The results show that profession variation has significant impact on subjects’ attitude to
the interpersonal interactivity feature of electronic newspaper and the overall preference
of electronic newspapers. The mean attitude evaluation indicates university professors
prefer digital format newspapers less than students and subjects who work in industrial
environments (Table 17).
Table 17. Profession influence of participants’ attitude towards e-newspapers
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The attitude differences between university professors and students are more
obvious than the differences between university professors and subjects working in an
industrial environment. The differences are especially significant for the following
aspects: (a) digital format newspaper makes it easier for users to find information
(sig.= .016); (b) the multimedia content of digital format newspaper improves the
acquisition of information (sig.= .016); (c) digital format newspaper is easier to share
with others and discussing news with other people easier (sig.= .006); (d) subjects’
overall preference about digital format newspapers (sig.= .002).
Nationality Influence:
By analyzing variations of attitudes from subjects with different native language
backgrounds, the survey result finds four aspects are significantly affected by native
language background: (a) digital format newspaper makes finding information easier; (b)
the multimedia content of digital format newspaper improves the acquisition of
information; (c) digital format newspapers is easier to cause visual fatigue; (d) subjects’
overall preferences about digital format newspapers (Table 18).
The research indicates in general, that native English speakers have different
attitudes toward electronic newspapers compared to other language speakers. Generally,
Chinese speakers and subjects in the international group have more positive attitudes
about electronic newspaper than English speakers (Table 19). For the statements “It is
simpler to find information on e-newspaper than printed newspaper” and “it is simpler to
navigate to preferred content on e-newspaper than printed newspaper”, the attitude
differences between Chinese speakers and English speakers are especially notable
(p< .05). These two statements are related to navigation issues. Therefore, it can be
assumed that Chinese speakers are more used to interacting with electronic newspapers
than English speakers. The subjects in the international group and Chinese speaker group
also agree multimedia content can assist in the acquisition of information more than
English speakers. The difference between English speakers and international subjects is
especially notable (p< .05). The Chinese speaker’s attitude about the multimedia content
of electronic newspaper is coherent with the survey about preference of news format
which indicates that Chinese speakers are more in favor of multimedia news than English
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speakers. Moreover, the international subjects feel the digital format newspapers do not
cause more visual fatigue than printed newspapers, which is significantly different from
both English speakers (sig= .011) and Chinese speakers (sig= .004).
Overall, the international subjects and Chinese speakers favor digital format
newspaper more than English speakers. The frequency of the statement “I prefer to read
digital format newspaper than printed newspaper” of subjects in the international group is
highest among the three groups. The mean of 4.47 is very close to “strongly agree”.
Alternatively, the English speakers have a more reserved attitude of digital format
newspaper. They rate the same statement at 3.27, which is close to “neutral”. Since the
international group consists of subjects from various countries, more samples need to be
collected to investigate the variations between attitudes of subjects from different
countries.
Table 18. Native language influence of participants’ attitude toward e-newspapers
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Table 19. Comparison of attitude about e-newspapers between subjects with
different native language backgrounds

3.4.3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Electronic Newspaper
In this survey, participants were provided with multiple-choice questions to
indicate their personal opinions about the advantages and disadvantages of electronic
newspaper. The advantages of electronic newspaper included “good portability”, “ecofriendly”, “quick-updated information”, “easy navigation”, “multimedia (audio & video)
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content” and “ability to compare information of different presses”. In addition, subjects
could also comment on other advantages not listed. The disadvantages of electronic
newspaper included “ difficult to read”, “ difficult to use the device or interface”, “unable
to mark or write”, “visual fatigue” and “expensive price”. Similar to the advantages,
participants were encouraged to comment on other disadvantages of electronic newspaper
beyond the provided options.
Advantages of Electronic Newspaper
Participants’ evaluation about the advantages of electronic newspaper is described
in Figure 11. The result shows 86.5% participants selected “quick updating” in the
survey, which indicates the immediacy of information is the most important advantage of
electronic newspaper. Moreover, more than 60% of participants also consider
“portability”, “eco-friendly feature” and “multimedia news” as the benefits of electronic
newspapers. Several participants give the explanation of “eco-friendly” as “consuming
less paper” and “no newsprint on hands”. In addition, participants also mentioned the
search function of electronic newspapers enables them to find specific information or
read history, which is another significant benefit not provided by printed newspapers.

Figure 11. Participants’ opinion about the advantages of E-newspaper
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Disadvantages of Electronic Newspaper
Figure 12 illustrates participants’ opinions about the disadvantages of electronic
newspaper. The results demonstrate the features “unable to mark or write” and ability to
cause “visual fatigue” are the two main disadvantages of electronic newspapers.
However, the “expensive” option is a controversial factor of e-newspaper. Many
participants in the survey argue that electronic newspapers are less expensive than printed
newspapers, because they can read news through the Internet for free. Actually, some
participants consider this feature an advantage of electronic newspaper. Alternatively,
some participants take into account that e-newspaper relies on a reading device and
Internet access, which is not as convenient as printed newspaper. In addition, participants
also suggested another two major disadvantages of e-newspaper: (a) the visual design of
e-newspaper is not as sophisticated as printed newspaper design; (b) sometimes enewspaper will force readers to read advertisements without any control. Therefore,
adopting new technology to improve people’s news reading experience of electronic
newspaper through design is a new challenge for designers.

Figure 12. Participants’ opinion about the disadvantages of E-newspaper
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3.4.4 Usage of an iPad for Reading Daily News
In this online survey, 35 subjects claim they possess an iPad, equaling 24.6% of
the total subjects. Of the subjects who responded to the question, 85.7% indicated they
read news daily, and about half of them implied they access news daily via an iPad The
survey results also show more than 80% subjects suggested they use an iPad to read news
at home. As some subjects also mentioned, they usually use the iPad for news and
entertainment after work, it can be concluded that the iPad is often used in a home
environment. The subjects also listed the websites and iPad applications that they usually
use to access news. The popular websites included CNN.com, NewYorkTimes.com,
msnbc.com and huffingtonpost.com. As for the iPad applications, the top 3 news apps are
CNN, Huffington Post, and New York Times. The overall responses from participants
also confirmed that users access news more via the Internet than via news applications.
3.5 Conclusion & Findings
This survey illustrates an overall understanding of people’s acceptance of enewspaper and the demographic factors that influence the preference of e-newspaper and
printed newspaper.
In general, the laptop computer and smartphone have become the most common
electronic devices in people’s daily lives. Accessing the Internet through these two
devices is the most popular way to acquire and exchange information for the majority of
users. As an important medium of mass communication, newspaper still plays an
essential role to deliver everyday information to people all over the world. However, with
the development of technology, newspaper is also experiencing the transition from
printed format to digital format. This survey suggests electronic newspapers, especially
the news websites, have replaced the traditional printed newspapers to become the
dominant channel to communicate news information. However, printed newspapers are
still important and are difficult to remove from everyday life.
In regards to the preference of digital format newspaper and traditional
newspaper, the survey indicates that participants prefer e-newspaper than printed
newspaper, but the preference is not strong. However, the interpersonal communication
feature of e-newspaper is strongly supported by the participants. In addition, the search
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function and the non-linear design of news communication of e-newspaper are also
favored by the majority of participants.
Through examining the demographic information of participants, the survey finds
several key correlations between demographic factors and readers’ preferences of printed
news and digital news.
Age Influence:
The survey finds that according to the acceptance of technology and news reading
habits, participants can be divided into three age groups: Group 1 with subjects ages 1830 ; Group 2 with subjects ages 30-50 ; and Group 3 with subjects over 50 years of age .
The participants in Group 1 are more likely to accept new technologies, and they have
positive attitudes towards e-newspapers. However, due to the low income level, the
major devices for subjects in this group are laptop computers and mobile phones.
Research also finds that subjects in Group 1 read less news than Groups 2 and 3. The
subjects in Group 2 accept both new and old technologies. The study finds the majority of
iPad owners belong in Group 2. These subjects also have very positive attitudes to enewspapers. Compared to Group 1 and Group 2, the participants in Group 3 are less in
favor of new technology and have less positive attitudes toward e-newspapers. Therefore,
subjects ages 30–50 are the potential users who will read news via an iPad.
Profession & Income Influence:
Participants’ profession and income level are also associated with their choices of
device and attitudes toward e-newspapers. In this study, the subjects are grouped as
students, professors, and other professions. The students and professors are also
considered as subjects who work in academic environments. The results indicate subjects
who work in academic environments read less news than those who work in industrial
environments, and students read least news among the three groups. The study also finds
the professor group subjects, when compared to the student group and other professions
group, favor e-newspaper less than the subjects in the other two groups. Moreover, the
possession of an iPad is directly associated with participants’ income levels. The higher
income subjects have, the more likely they will own an iPad.
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Nationality Influence:
The survey participants are grouped as English speakers, Chinese speakers, and
international group. The results show Chinese speakers read more news via an iPad than
other language speakers and also prefer e-newspaper better than the other two groups.
Subjects in the English-speaking group prefer e-newspaper least among the three groups.
However, the difference of preference is not significant.
Participants’ Attitude to the Multimedia News:
As an important feature of e-newspapers, the multimedia news (video and audio
format) brings readers a different reading experience compared with printed newspapers.
However, the preference of multimedia news still varies from reader to reader. The
survey results indicate subjects age 50 and over prefer multimedia more than subjects
under 50 years of age. The survey also finds that Chinese speakers favor multimedia
news more than other language speakers.
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CHAPTER 4. CASE STUDIES OF E-NEWSPAPER DESIGN
Based on previous research about electronic newspapers and the findings of
online surveys, this study conducts three case studies to provide a detailed analysis of the
newspaper iPad application design and website design of the iPad device. According to
online survey results and customs’ evaluations, the New York Times, USA Today and
Huffington Post are chosen as three popular newspaper examples. The iPad application
design and website design are examined from typographic and usability aspects. From the
typography perspective, the study explores how the applications and websites create page
structure, establish visual hierarchy, and communicate brand identity to users. From the
usability perspective, the study investigates the navigation and interaction methods of
applications and websites. Moreover, the study also compares the customizable functions
of these three newspaper iPad applications. Through the case analysis and comparison
studies, the similarities and differences between different newspaper apps, as well as the
differences between newspaPer iPad apps and websites can be discovered.
4.1 New York Times
Homepage Layout
The homepage of the New York Times iPad app applies different grid structures
for the landscape view and portrait view, which are four columns for horizontal
orientation and three columns for vertical orientation (Figure 13). However, there are no
differences between the two orientations of a website grid system. Compared to the iPad
app, the New York Times website homepage has a more flexible grid system (Figure 14).
The top half of the page is divided into two parts– section navigation on the left side, and
main content on the right side. The main content is designed based on a five-column grid
system. As the other half of the page does not contain the navigation menu, it is divided
into five columns, but three of them are wider than the other two columns. In short, the
website sometimes breaks the grid system to fit the specific requirements of information
display.
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Figure 13. Homepage grid structure of New York Times iPad application

Figure 14. Homepage design of New York Times website
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Figure 15 shows the different approaches of visual design for the New York
Times iPad app and its website. The iPad app emphasizes its brand identity through
displaying the classic logo at the top of the page and applying the black and white color
scheme. The overall design is highly text dominant, which follows the visual style of its
printed version newspaper. The visual hierarchy of the app design is created through the
contrast of photo size and type size and weight. Besides, the red type of news publishing
time also punctuates this information. However, the website has a better balance of text
and photos. The blue color used in article titles enables each article to stand out from the
basic black and white page, which provides readers a visual cue to start. However, the
blue color also weakens the brand identity of the newspaper.

Figure 15. Comparison of brand identity of New York Times iPad app and website
Content Organization & Display
The news stories of the New York Times are usually categorized according to
different topics, and each topic designates one section of the whole newspaper. The major
content of newspapers usually consists of the latest top updating news stories. Individual
section top news are the latest or most popular news of each section. The iPad app sets
top news as its homepage, which only displays the general updating stories. The content
of other sections can be accessed through the navigation menu located at the left bottom
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corner of the screen. The top news articles are listed on two pages: the first page design
integrates traditional printed newspaper design style that uses photo and type contrast to
identify the importance of the news articles while the second page lists articles in equal
space that provides the reader with an extremely organized visual structure. Readers can
simply swipe horizontally to navigate between these two pages (Figure 16). However,
the website presents more information on the homepage (Figure 17). The website
homepage can be divided into two parts: the top half displays the top news as the app
does while the bottom half shows the top news of each section as well as recommended
news or related articles. In this way, readers are able to obtain an overall landscape of the
content of the whole newspaper. Compared to the iPad app, the website gives readers
more news options on the homepage.

Figure 16. Content display of the New York Times iPad app
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Figure 17. Content display of the New York Times website
Story Page Layout
Compared to the homepage, the story page of the New York Times app changes
the page structure from four-column to three-column of the landscape view, and threecolumn to two-column of the portrait view. The overall page design concentrates on
displaying a single story without other visual distractions (Figure 18). In comparison, the
grid structure of the website story page is the same for portrait view and landscape view.
But similar to the homepage, the page content is design based on five uneven columns:
the news story is presented in three slightly wider columns, and the recommended news
and advertisements are presented in two narrow columns. Therefore the grid structure of
a website story page is not as consistent as that on the app. Instead of only presenting
news articles on the page, the website also provide readers with links to related news and
information on the story page. Users are also able to add comments and share ideas with
other readers on the same page (Figure 19).
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Figure 18. New York Times iPad app story page design

Figure 19. New York Times website story page design
The iPad app story page also separates the photo display from its main content.
When users tap the photo on the screen, a popup window will present a series of high-
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resolution news photos with detail captions which enables users to get a better
perspective of the news story (Figure 20). Users can also access the same series of photos
on the website by clicking the link “more photos” found embedded in the caption (Figure
21). But when compared with the iPad app, the visual cue of this link is too weak to be
noticed by readers.

Figure 20. Photo display of New York Times iPad app

Figure 21. Photo display of New York Times website
Interface Design
Rice (2010) developed an iPad app architectural map to illustrate the basic
navigation and interaction of the USA Today iPad app (Figure 22). A similar method can
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also be applied to analyze the interface design of the New York Times app and website.
The interface design is examined considering navigation and interaction. Figure 23 to
Figure 26 illustrate the navigation maps of a homepage and story page for the iPad app
and website. They also demonstrate how users interact with the app and website to search
and read news.

Figure 22. Rice’s iPad app architectural map
The main difference of interface design between the New York Times app and
website is caused by the unique interaction feature of the iPad device. As the app is
designed especially for the iPad, the touch screen makes swipe and tap become most
common interactive actions. But as the website is designed for multiple devices,
including tablets, computers, and smartphones, it follows the basic interaction rules of
web design. Therefore, users need to use their fingers to replace a mouse to scroll the
page and click links.
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The main navigation of the New York Times newspaper is one that leads users to
various sections. On the app homepage, the section navigation is displayed as a button at
the left bottom corner of the screen. Through tapping the “section” button, a popup
window will appear to present each section on the menu (Figure 23). However, the
website has a more complex navigation system than the app. The section navigation is
located on the left side of the page. But the website also categorizes news as “today’s
newspaper”, “video” and “most popular” on the top of the page. Users are able to select
each category through the category navigation at the top left corner of the screen (Figure
24). The website also provides users with a search function, which is not included in the
iPad app. On the website homepage, users can swipe vertically to scroll the page and scan
the news information. But this purpose will be realized by horizontal swipe on the app
homepage.

Figure 23. Homepage interface designs of the New York Times iPad app
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Figure 24. Homepage interface designs of the New York Times iPad website
The interface design of the story page for the New York Times app is similar to
the homepage interface design. By locating all the navigations at the bottom of the page,
the story page creates sufficient space to display news articles. The horizontal swiping
gesture will help users better navigate to previous or next pages of articles. With the
exception of the section navigation, the interface of the story page adds a button to assist
users to go back to the homepage of each section easily. A list of news stories with titles
and photo thumbnails is also displayed next to the section navigation button. By swiping
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this list horizontally, users are able to scan the top news of this section conveniently
(Figure 25). The app story page also contains utilities that aid readers to customize their
newspapers. The article tools presented at the top right corner allow users to adjust font
size, save articles, and share news. This function meets personal requirements of various
readers. By contrast, the website story page displays various links within the article
space. Except for the category navigation and section navigation that are separate from
the main article content on the top of the page, the other information such as related topic
links and recommended news links are presented next to the main content (Figure 26).
Because of the clear visual hierarchy and grid structure of the page, these elements do not
interrupt users’ reading process. When compared to the interface of app story page, the
website has a different approach: the iPad app separates navigation from the main
content, emphasizing the news story itself while the website combines navigation with
the main content, focusing on establishing an information net of the news story.

Figure 25. Story page interface designs of the New York Times iPad app
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Figure 26. Story page interface designs of the New York Times website
User Customization
Another feature of the New York Times iPad app is it enables users to customize
their newspapers. The customizable functions include setting up a personal account,
saving articles, adjusting type size, and sharing information to social networks (Figure
27). On the app homepage, the customization tool at the bottom right corner enables
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readers to manage their personal account and news updating method. The “save” function
on both homepage and story page can help readers save an article for future. On the story
page, readers may also select font size from the article tool. These features of the iPad
app will meet the diverse needs and requirements of various readers. The zoom in or
zoom out feature of the iPad device and the “bookmark” function of the web browser
enable the website to achieve the same goal of customization as the app does (Figure 28).
However, it is difficult for users to discover these functions if they are not familiar with
the iPad device.

Figure 27. Customizable functions of the New York Times iPad app

Figure 28. Customizable functions of the New York Times website
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Summary
The design analysis proves the New York Times iPad app and website have
different design approaches to communicate news information to iPad users. A brief
comparison is demonstrated in Table 20. Compared to the website, the iPad app embraces
more of the printed newspaper design traditions for its visual presentation. The black and
white color scheme, unique logo typeface, and strict grid structure emphasize the visual
feature of “New York Times”, which provides readers with a better sense of branding
than the website. The interface design of the iPad app displays all navigations and
utilities as buttons that can be found at the bottom or top of the page. It creates
functionality areas separate from the article displaying are which assists readers in
concentrating on the news content without visual distraction. The interface of the website
is designed in a different form. It follows the general website structure that locates
navigation at the top or on the left side of the page and integrates articles and links
together on the web page. In this way, the website establishes a network for news that
will navigate readers to related information easily.
Table 20. Comparison of New York Times iPad app & website design
App

Layout

Column

Landscape View: 4-column
(homepage)
3-column
(story page)
Portrait View: 3-column
(homepage)
2-column
(story page)

Branding

Black & white color scheme
The New York Times logo
•

Hierarchy

Layout
Structure

•
•

Type size & weight
contrast
Photo size contrast
Color contrast

Printed newspaper-like layout

Website

5-column, flexible grid structure

The New York Times logo
•
•
•

Type size & weight
contrast
Photo size contrast
Color contrast

Website layout
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•
Information
Display

Content

Advertisement

•

Limited amount of ads on the
homepage

•
Contents

Display

Limited amount of
information
Single article display
without other visual
distraction (magazinelike display)

•

“Top news” section on the
homepage
Only displays article content
on the story page

•
•

Large quantity of
information
News article accompanied
by related news links

Several ads are displayed on the
same page as articles
•
•

Top news of all the sections on
the homepage
Article content, related news
and readers’ comments on the
story page

Popup menu

Navigation bar

Popup menu/window

Link to another page

Swipe/tap

Tap

No search function

Search box

Adjust type size/share
information/
save articles

Zoom in & zoom out whole
page/Share information/bookmark
articles

Navigation
Information
Presentation
Behavior
Interaction
Search

Customization

Function

4.2 USA Today
Homepage Layout
The homepage of the USA Today app has the same grid structure as the New
York Times app: three-column of the portrait view and four-column of the landscape
view. The newspaper brand identity is demonstrated by the large-sized logo at the top-left
corner (Figure 29). As for the website homepage, there is no difference of grid structure
between vertical and horizontal orientations (Figure 30). Instead of emphasizing the logo
size, the website uses a small logo but applies the identity color across the header at the
top to stress the newspaper brand.
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Figure 29. Homepage design of USA Today iPad app

Figure 30. Homepage design of USA Today website
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The overall layout of the USA Today app homepage has a fluent linear visual
flow. The visual hierarchy is primarily established by the size contrast of the titles and
photos. However, because the USA Today website has a more flexible grid system, the
overall page layout is divided into different rectangular sections, which lead to a nonlinear visual flow. Because of the more complex page structure, the visual hierarchy of
the website homepage is achieved by an integrative application of various typographic
elements, such as color, type size and weight, image, and so on. The differences of the
creation of visual hierarchy between the app homepage and website homepage can be
illustrated by the way they display the main content (Figure 31 & 32).

Figure 31. USA Today iPad app content display
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Figure 32. USA Today website content display
Content Organization & Display
The main content on both app and website homepages can be summarized as
latest news, which consist by series of updating articles and section top stories, which
display the feature story of each section (Figure 31 & 32). On the app home page, the
main content is organized on the right side of the page. The large-sized photo that takes
two columns can draw readers’ attention immediately. It not only separates latest news
and section top stories, it also serves as a starting point of the page. The latest news
articles also contain main articles and secondary articles, identified by the different type
sizes of the title and photo sizes of each story. However, the website homepage adopts a
different layout design, especially for its latest news section. In general, the website
homepage has more variety of type size contrast and color contrast than the app page.
The main article displayed on the app homepage is presented by a large bold title, and
one of the secondary articles on the app homepage is accompanied by a photo. In
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addition, the links of detailed information of the secondary articles are also listed under
the title, so it takes larger space than the main article. Therefore, the hierarchy of the
articles on the website homepage is different than the app homepage. Moreover, the
different sections on the website are displayed in modules, identified by various type
colors of section names. The top article of each section is shown with a photo, a larger
title, and brief summary of the content so it provides readers with a sense of importance.
Compared to the iPad app, the website gives users an overview of all the subsections and
general content of each section on the homepage.
Story Page Layout
Figure 33 illustrates the story page of the USA Today app and website. Like the
New York Times, the iPad app also uses three-column to display the news story for its
landscape view, and two-column for portrait view. The overall page design is textdominant, which eliminates other distracting visual elements, but only concentrates on
one story on the full screen. Similarly, the website story page uses the same grid structure
for both portrait view and landscape view as the homepage. However, the overall page
does not keep a consistent grid structure from the top to the bottom. Instead of
concentrating on a single article, the story page also lists other content such as links of
related articles, readers’ comments, advertisements, and so on. Therefore, users have
more interaction with both story content and other readers. In addition, the story page of
the iPad app and website provide different ways to view a video from an article. On the
website story page, users can simply click the play button to start the video at the top of
the story. When using the iPad app, a pop-up window will display a larger sized video
(Figure 34).
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Figure 33. Comparison of story page design of USA Today iPad app and website
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Figure 34. Comparison of video display of USA Today iPad app and website
Interface Design
Similar to the New York Times iPad app , the main method of interaction
used on the USA Today iPad app is also based on a swiping gesture which is different
from the clicking gesture used on the website. Figure 35–38 describe the different
interface designs of the USA Today iPad app and website.

Figure 35. Homepage interface designs of USA Today iPad app
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Figure 36. Homepage interface designs of USA Today website

Figure 37. Story page interface designs of USA Today iPad app
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Figure 38. Story page interface designs of USA Today website
In general, the interface of the design of the USA Today iPad app is based on
various functional areas. The main navigation that leads users to different sections is
presented as a logo at the top-left corner on the screen. When users click the logo, a
horizontal bar with icons of each section will pop up to show readers all section names
(Figure 39). Each section is identified by a specific color, and the logo is always located
in the same place to maintain consistency on each page. By contrast, the website uses a
basic web design structure, which aligns the navigation bar at the top of the page. The
interface of the website preserves the top navigation bar on every page to link to different
sections. The same location helps users navigate easily when visiting several pages.
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Figure 39. USA Today iPad app section navigation
Similar to the differences of interface design between the New York Times app
and website, the USA Today app interface also focuses on filtering information and
establishing a positive reading experience for users while the website concentrates on
organizing large quantities of information and assisting users to maximize their reading
efficiency on the screen. The two different approaches are especially obvious when
considering the story page design. For the iPad app, readers will always be presented a
single article on the screen and the swiping gesture will be the primary interaction during
the reading process (Figure 35, 36). In comparison, the information on the story page of a
website includes article content, related topic news, recommended news, and reader
comments. The essential interaction of a website on an iPad is the same as a website on a
computer. However, the movement of fingers on the iPad screen replaces the action of
operating a mouse with a computer.
User Customization
The USA Today newspaper iPad app also enables users to customize the
newspaper to meet their personal requirements. On the story page of the app, an article
tool at the top right corner enables readers to adjust font size and share information
easily (Figure 40). In comparison, the website offers an embedded “share” function in
article content. By moving fingers in the opposite direction, users are able to zoom in or
zoom out of the web page on the screen. Compared to the website, the iPad app better
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separates other tasks from the reading process and provides users with clear visual cues to
customize their newspaper and reading experience.

Figure 40. Customizable function of USA Today iPad app
Summary
In summary, the differences between the USA Today iPad app and website are
similar to the differences of the New York Times iPad app and website; the overall
designs are influenced by the feature of the iPad device. The iPad app emphasizes the
reading experience of the news articles, but the website stresses the interconnections
between readers and information, as well as readers and readers. In order to achieve the
goal of each platform, the app design minimizes the visual elements to reduce the visual
distraction during the reading process. Alternatively, the website take advantages of
typographic rules to organize information and establish an information net based on the
associations of various information. Table 21 illustrates these differences in detail.
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Table 21. Comparison of USA Today iPad app & website design
App
Landscape View: 4-column
(homepage)
3-column
(story page)
Portrait View: 3-column
(homepage)
2-column
(story page)

Column

Layout

Branding

3-column, flexible grid structure

Emphasis on the large logo

Small logo/background color

•
Type size & weight contrast
•
Photo size contrast
•

Type size & weight contrast
Photo size contrast
Background color

Linear visual flow

Non-linear visual flow

Limited amount of information
•
Single article display without
•
other visual distraction
(magazine-like display)

Large quantity of information
News article accompanied by
related links

Limited amount of ads on the
homepage, or poster format ads
displayed on the whole page

Several ads are displayed on the
same page as articles

Contents

Only article content on the
story page

Article content, related news, and
readers’ comments on the story
page

Display

Pop-up menu

Navigation bar

Pop-up menu/window

Link to another page

Swipe/tap

Tap

No search function

Search box at the top of the page

Adjust type size, share
information

Zoom in & zoom out whole page,
Share information

Hierarchy

•
•

Layout
Structure
•
Information •
Display

Content

Website

Advertisement

Navigation
Information
Presentation

Interaction

Customization

Behavior
Search

Function
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4.3 Huffington Post
As two classical newspapers, the New York Times and USA Today concentrate
on integrating users’ interaction experience into news communication process. Therefore,
the iPad app design of these two newspapers creates a balance between the traditional
printed newspaper layout and a new interactive reading experience. But unlike the New
York Times and USA Today, the Huffington Post features a more experimental approach
through its iPad app design. The Huffington Post iPad app takes advantage of interactive
features of electronic newspaper. The innovative page layout and interface design create
a new reading experience to users. However, this innovative design also challenges the
conventional news reading habits of readers.
Homepage Layout
In order to fit various needs of different readers, the Huffington Post app creates
two modes to display news on the homepage: Classic mode and NewsGlide mode. The
Classic mode follows the conventional page layout design format that divides the page
into several columns to display news information. Basically, the Classic mode uses a
five-column grid structure for both landscape view and portrait view. Additionally, the
column width of the landscape view is adjusted to fit the specific content layout. The
news stories are organized as “blogs” and “news”. The “blog” section is displayed in two
narrow columns, and the “news” section is presented in three wider columns. Compared
to the landscape view, the portrait view of the Classic mode divides the page into five
columns with equal width. However, the “popular news” section under the large-sized
photo is placed horizontally across the page. As users can swipe horizontally to scan the
news of this section, it does not follow the grid structure of the whole page (Figure 41).
By contrast, the NewsGlide mode creates an innovative way to display the
information (Figure 42). The whole page is divided into a navigation area on the left side
and news list area on the right side. The navigation area is presented as a narrow column
that takes about one-sixth of the width of landscape view, and one-fifth of the width of
portrait view. Instead of displaying news lists in columns, the NewsGlide mode uses
horizontal-orientated structure to organize the news of different sections. In general, the
news stories of each category are presented as a series of slides next to each other in a
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horizontal bar. Each news story is displayed with a photo and title, which takes about
one-third the width of the news story list space. However, as users can swipe each news
list bar horizontally, the width of each news module on the news list bar is flexible rather
than fixed. The visual presentation of the NewsGlide mode is more dynamic than the
Classic mode.

Figure 41. Homepage design of Huffington Post iPad app (Classic Mode)

Figure 42. Homepage design of Huffington Post iPad app (NewsGlide Mode)
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Compared to the iPad app and website used by the New York Times and USA
Today, the Huffington Post website has a simpler structure. The overall page uses a sixcolumn grid structure to organize news content. The large-sized photo on the top of the
page occupied the six columns to draw readers’ attention. The news story lists of
different sections are displayed in a three-column grid structure whereas the links of other
news sources at the bottom of the page are presented in six columns (Figure 43).

Figure 43. Homepage design of Huffington Post website
Content Organization & Display
The main content of the Huffington Post app is presented as four sections in the
Classic mode: top stories, popular news, blog news, and top news of each section (Figure
44). The layout of various sections follows the hierarchy of the information. As the most
important news, the top story is emphasized by a large-sized photo and bold title with all
capital letters. The popular news section placed next to the photo can be noticed easily
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after scanning the top story. The top stories of blog news and sections are presented as
lists of titles and article summaries. The various type sizes and colors differentiate section
titles, article titles, and news summaries. However, because each news item on the news
article list occupies the same amount of space in the blog news section and top news
section, the hierarchy of each news item appears equal for users.

Figure 44. Content display of Huffington Post iPad app (Classic Mode)
The NewsGlide mode has five sections of the news content: in addition to the four
sections of the Classic mode, it also features a “slideshows” section that uses photos to
tell news stories. The five sections are displayed as horizontal bars arranged one under
another on the page. The vertical oriented category titles with different color backgrounds
are presented as category labels to help readers identify each section. Because of the
similar height of each section bar and the same photo size of each article, there is no
prominence of specific section on the page. However, the horizontal orientated design
format breaks the width constraint of the page which enables users to swipe each section
bar and browse more news articles than the Classic mode (Figure 45).
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Figure 45. Content display of Huffington Post iPad app (NewsGlide Mode)
The Huffington Post website has a similar visual presentation style to the Classic
mode. However, the information organization is not as clear as its app design. A largesized photo is also displayed at the top of the page, and the main content on the website is
categorized as blog news and featured news. On the iPad app, each section has a title
name presented in different colors. A line that follows the title with the same color of the
type separates each section and gives users a visual cue to assist them to group
information in the same category. Since all the news story are listed in an equal amount
of space on the webpage, and each section title is presented in front of the news title with
all capital letters on a colorful background, it is difficult for users to immediately
categorize the news stories that belong to the same section (Figure 46). Another distinct
feature of the Huffington Post website is an added “social news” section that posts the
most popular news found on various social networks. This section emphasizes the social
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connection feature of electronic newspapers which enables users to participate in the
news communication process.

Figure 46. Content display comparison of website & app Classic mode
Story Page Layout
The Classic mode and NewsGlide mode of the Huffington Post app have different
story page designs. A news story in the Classic mode is displayed in one column aligned
in the center of the page. However, when a photo is embedded in the article, the area
containing the photo is divided into two columns. The wide margins on both sides of the
page create sufficient negative space, which assists readers to concentrate on the main
content of the page (Figure 47).
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Figure 47. Story page layout of Huffington Post iPad app (Classic Mode)
The NewsGlide mode has a more innovative approach to displaying news stories.
In general, the NewsGlide mode gives users more flexibility to customize news articles
displayed by offering two display formats: layer display format and absolute display
format. The default news story presentation format is layer display format and shows the
news article as a new layer above the homepage. When a reader selects a specific news
article, a page with the article content will slide from the right side of the screen, but the
navigation area and news lists sremain on the page instead of being covered by the
article. Users can change from layer display format to absolute display format by simply
tapping the expanded icon at the top of the article. The absolute display format gets rid of
all navigation elements and only presents the article content in a three-column structure
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for the landscape view and two-column structure for the portrait view. This allows
readers to concentrate on the news story content without any visual distraction (Figure
48).

Figure 48. Story page layout of Huffington Post iPad app (NewsGlide Mode)
The story page of the Huffington Post website follows a three-column grid
structure like the homepage. It combines the left two columns to present the news article
content and keeps the “social news” section oin the one right column. Compared to the
iPad app, the website also displays the links of section top news, related news, and
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“social news” on the news story page. It provides readers with a convenient way to access
other news stories without completing another search process (Figure 49).

Figure 49. Story page layout of Huffington Post website
Interface Design
In general, the Huffington Post iPad app and the website have two interface
design formats: the Classic mode of the iPad app and website share a similar interface
that presents a navigation bar at the top of the page,; whereas the NewsGlide mode
creates another structure that displays a navigation menu on the left side of the page.
Compared to the apps of the New York Times and USA Today, the Huffington Post app
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adopts a more website-like interface structure which reduces the number pop-up windows
and keeps navigation visible at all times.
The Classic mode homepage interface designs of both apps and websites have a
more intuitive approach that requires simple interactive tasks (Figure 50). Similar to
interacting with a website, users can access news from a specific section by tapping the
section button on the navigation bar. Then, the vertical swiping gesture enables them to
scroll the page to scan a news list in each category. For the iPad app, the popular news
list is presented as a separate section that can be scanned by swiping the section area
vertically. The news title listed on the page will navigate users to the content of a specific
news story. The interface of a website news story page is similar to its homepage. In
order to maintain consistency, the website story page keeps the navigation bar at the same
position as the homepage. The overall story page is also scrolled by a vertical swiping
gesture (Figure 51). In comparison, the news story page interface of the iPad app
minimizes the navigation to two buttons at the top of the page to lead readers to the next
article or return back to the section homepage. The article tools that enable users to adjust
font size and share news stories are also placed at the top right corner of the screen
(Figure 52).
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Figure 50. Comparison of homepage interface designs of Huffington Post
iPad app Classic mode and website
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Figure 51. Huffington Post iPad app story page interface design (Classic mode)

Figure 52. Huffington Post website story page interface design
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The interface design of the NewsGlide mode of an iPad app creates an innovative
interaction experience for users. The NewsGlide mode separates the navigation area from
the main content on the homepage. By presenting the section navigation as a vertical
menu on the left side of the page, users can swipe vertically to browse different section
names and tap a certain section label to access news of a specific topic. Instead of using a
vertical swiping gesture to scroll the page to scan news lists, the horizontal orientated
section bars simulate a slideshow presentation format that enables users to swipe
horizontally to scan the featured news of each section (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Huffington Post iPad app homepage interface design (NewsGlide mode)
The previous section has analyzed the story page layout design of the NewsGlide
mode. The interface of NewsGlide mode story page is designed based on its typographic
structure. By tapping the title of a certain news story, users can access news content
displayed as a separate layer that overlap a part of the homepage. Readers can also swipe
the news story layer vertically to scroll the page to read the full content of the story. On
the story layer, all navigation buttons and utility tools are presented on the top layer. The
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“previous” and “next” buttons will navigate readers to the next article or return back to
the homepage. In addition, the article tools located at the top right corner of the story
layer also provide the flexibility to adjust font size, share article information, and change
the news story display format to meet their personal needs (Figure 54).

Figure 54. Huffington Post iPad app story page interface design (NewsGlide mode)
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User Customization
Compared to the iPad apps of the New York Times and USA Today, the
Huffington Post app provides more customizable functions to users. In addition to setting
up a personal account, adjusting font size, and sharing news articles through social
networks, a distinct customizable feature offered by the Huffington Post app enables
users to customize the design of their newspapers. The Huffington iPad app designs page
layouts and interfaces in various formats (Figure 55). By tapping the “customize” button,
the setting panel will pop up. Users can then choose news edition, display mode, color
theme, and font size based on their needs. It also provides users with two different
formats to display news story articles. The diversity of designs meets users’ different
demands and preferences, emphasizing the role of users in the interaction process.

Figure 55. Customizable functions of the Huffington Post iPad application
Summary
In summary, the differences between the Huffington Post iPad app and website is
now as distinct as the USA Today and New York Times iPad apps and websites. The
overall design refers to the advantages of website usability and interface design which
takes into account the general behaviors of how users interact with electronic media. The
Classic mode of the Huffington Post app and website have similar visual presentation
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styles of the homepage layout design. The large-sized photo, contrast of type size, and
weight of news titles are used to establish visual hierarchy to differentiate the importance
of each news story. The five-column or six-colum grid structures of the Classic mode
used in both the app and website create a clear organization of the main content on the
homepage. The story page designs of the Classic mode in both the app and website also
use simple layout structures and simple navigation methods to assist users to concentrate
on the reading process.
By contrast, the NewsGlide mode of the iPad app creates a more innovative
design to present information and navigate users. Instead of displaying content vertically
in several columns, the NewsGlide mode adopts a horizontal oriented layout that enables
users to scan the information in a film slide format. The news story is also presented
which keeps all navigation elements visible on one page. Even though the new interface
design challenges the conventional interaction experience of users, the clear visual cues
help create a more user-friendly interface. Moreover, the customizable functions of the
iPad app also meet the diverse needs of different users which make the newspaper a
personal information resource for users. In Table 22, a detailed comparison study of the
Huffington Post iPad app design and website design is presented.
Table 22. Comparison of Huffington Post iPad app & website design
App

Column

Classic Mode: 5-column
(homepage)
2-column
(story page)

Website

6-column

NewsGlide Mode:
Flexible grid structure
Branding
Layout

Hierarchy

Huffington Post logo
Classic Mode:
• Type size & weight contrast
• Photo size contrast
• Type color
NewsGlide Mode:
Text color background

Layout
Structure

Classic Mode:
Vertical visual flow

Huffington Post logo

•
•
•

Type size & weight contrast
Photo size contrast
Type color

Vertical visual flow
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NewsGlide Mode:
Horizontal visual flow
•
•
Information
Display
•
•

Advertisement
Content

Classic Mode:
Moderate amount of information
Single article display without other
visual distraction on the story page
•
(magazine-like display)
•
NewsGlide Mode:
Moderate amount of information
News article is displayed either on
another layer above the homepage,
or on a separate story page without
other visual distractions
• One advertisement located
at the bottom of the
homepage
• Mode:
No ads on the story page
Classic

Moderate amount of information
News story content & other news
links are displayed on the story
page

Limited amount of ads on the
homepage & story page

News story list on the
homepage
• News story content &
readers’ comments on the
story page
NewsGlide Mode:
• News story listed on the
homepage
• News story content &
readers’ comments
overlaps the news list for
layer display format
• News story content &
readers’ comments for the
absolute display format
•

Contents

•
•

News story list on the
homepage
News story content,
readers’ comments and
other news links (section
featured news, related
news & social news) are
on the story page

Classic Mode:
Navigation bar
Display
Navigation
Information
Presentation

Interaction

Behavior
Search

Customization

Function

NewsGlide Mode:
Navigation menu

Navigation bar

Links to other pages

Links to other pages

Swipe/tap

Tap

Pop-up panel with search box

Search box at the top of the page

Adjust type size, share information,

Zoom in & zoom out whole page,
Share information
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4.4 Comparison Study of the Three E-newspaper iPad Application Designs
Design case studies show that e-newspaper website designs follow the general
design principles of websites; therefore, the websites of different newspapers share
similar characteristics of visual presentation and interface designs. However, the enewspaper iPad application designs emphasize the unique features of each brand, which
highly associate with the conventional design style of its printed format newspaper.
4.4.1 Design Comparison
Visual Presentation Styles of the Three E-newspaper iPad Applications
The influence on newspaper design traditions of a certain brand’s iPad application
visual presentation can be discovered through three examples. Because the New York
Times and USA Today are two classic newspapers that have a long history of producing
printed newspapers, their iPad application designs of are also consistent with each printed
newspaper design style. In contrast, the Huffington Post originated as a news website, so
it applies website design style to its iPad application design (Figure 56).

Figure 56. Visual presentation styles of three e-newspaper iPad applications
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The New York Times application has a strict grid structure that creates visual
order of information. The text dominant page layout and black and white color scheme
simulate the printed newspaper visual design styles. The USA Today has a similar design
approach to the New York Times. By applying a clear grid system to organize
information, the overall typographic structure creates a fluent visual flow for readers.
Compared to the printed newspaper design styles of the New York Times and USA
Today applications, the website design structure used by Huffington Post creates a
different visual appearance for the application.
Usability of the Three E-newspaper iPad Applications
Visual presentation styles also affect the usability of different e-newspaper
applications. The New York Times and USA Today applications have newspaper-like
appearances. Therefore, the applications emphasize the page typographic design and limit
the display space for navigation and interaction. For these two e-newspaper applications,
navigation and interaction elements are hidden from the screen. Users need to tap small
functional buttons to access the pop-up menu or setting panels. On one hand, this design
method creates an interaction area so that reading activities and interaction activities are
conducted as two separate processes. On the other hand, the interaction buttons are
usually identified by icons which makes recognition difficult for users who are unfamiliar
with the applications. The website-like design of the Huffington Post application makes
all the navigations and interactions consistent and visible, enabling users to find these
elements easily. However, the navigation bar or menu reduces the content display space
on the screen. Therefore, presenting information on different layers becomes one of the
solutions for this problem.
Customizable Functions of Three E-newspaper iPad Applications
The feature of customization is one of the significant advantages of e-newspaper
iPad applications. The three e-newspaper applications have different customizable
functions to meet the diverse needs of readers. In general, changing display orientations
and adjusting display font size are two common customizable functions for the three enewspaper applications. The font size adjusting function is designed in two formats. The
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Huffington Post and the USA Today applications allow users to slide the font size
adjusting button to set the font at any size. Alternatively, the New York Times
application presents zoom in and zoom out buttons on the font size setting panel, which
requires multiple tapping to change a font to a different size. Therefore, the Huffington
Post and USA Today e-newspapers provide users more flexibility to adjust the font size
(Figure 57).

Figure 57. Font size adjusting functions of the three e-newspaper iPad applications
4.4.2 Personal Evaluation of Three E-newspaper Designs on iPad
According to Krug’s (2006) research about website usability and Li’s (2006)
analysis of information retrieval efficiency, this author developed a design analysis
matrix to evaluate the overall design of the three newspaper iPad application designs
(Appendix C). Based on this author’s personal observation, the research results are
reported in Table 23.
Table 23. Overall design comparison or the three iPad newspaper apps

Visual
Presentation

Information
Structure

Items

New York Times

Presentation style

Text-dominant

Clarity of
navigation

Somewhat clear–
The navigation is
hidden on the story
page screen

Content sections
on the homepage

1 section

Number of news
articles listed on
the first
homepage screen

4 news articles

USA Today
Balanced

Not clear–
The main navigation
is hard to identify;
The buttons are not
clearly labeled
3 sections

30 news articles

Huffington Post
Classic
mode:

Balanced

NewsGlide
mode:

Graphicdominant

Clear

Classic
mode:
NewsGlide
mode:
Classic
mode:
NewsGlide
mode:

4 sections
5 sections
60 news
articles
100 news
articles
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Information
Accessing
Immediacy

Number of steps
to access news
article content

1~2 steps

2~3 steps

2 steps

Navigation flow

Smooth

Smooth

Information
loading time

Fast

Not smooth–
Users need to look
for the navigation or
spend time to
identify the meaning
of the icons on each
button
Fast

News Flow

Fast

4.5 Findings
4.5.1 Differences Between E-newspaper iPad App Design & Website Design
The three comparison case studies of the New York Times iPad app, USA Today
app, and Huffington Post app have demonstrated the basic differences between enewspaper iPad app design and website design. In general, the e-newspaper iPad apps
work as a separate newspaper format that maintains the fundamental function of
conventional newspapers; therefore, the overall design emphasizes creating a comfortable
reading experience of digital format newspapers for readers. In comparison, the
newspaper websites serve as another medium to communicate news information, so the
overall design concentrates on organizing a large quantity of information and facilitating
readers to acquire information more efficiently. Due to various design purposes, the enewspaper iPad apps and websites use different methods to deliver news stories to
readers.
Typographic Structure Differences
Because the e-newspaper iPad app is designed especially for the iPad device, the
overall page layout considers different display orientations. The landscape view usually
has more columns than the portrait view, so the text length can be adjusted to the most
suitable reading length automatically in different orientated views. However, since the
website is designed for various display platforms (such as computers and cell phones), it
has the same structure for both landscape view and portrait view. The disadvantage of
displaying information in the same structure for different visual orientations is the portrait
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view will reduce type size on a page while the landscape view requires more scrolls to
scan the whole page.
Another typographic structure difference between e-newspaper apps and websites
is the iPad app uses a consistent grid structure to create a clear visual flow for the overall
page, but the website has a more flexible grid structure that organizes various information
on the page. Samara (2002) states creating grid systems can help establish visual order on
the page, but deconstructing grids can meet specific visual communication purposes of
design. The website uses a grid system to build the basic structure of the page, but it also
adjusts or breaks the grid in some areas to fit the presentation requirement of certain
content.
Page Content Differences
The various design purposes of e-newspaper iPad applications and websites are
also reflected in how they display news articles to readers. As e-newspaper iPad
applications emphasize the reading experience, it only presents news story articles on the
story page and minimizes interactive elements such as a navigation menu and
customizable tools on the story page. This allows users to concentrate on story content
without other visual distractions. On the contrary, a website usually displays a news
article with related news and recommended news links on the story page. Therefore,
users are able to access related news about the topics they are interested in more
conveniently. News websites also have a readers’ comment section where users can share
and exchange opinions with other readers. For the iPad applications, only the Huffington
Post application includes a comment section on its story page. Furthermore, e-newspaper
websites also display more advertisements on both the homepage and story pages than
the iPad applications.
Navigation Differences
The e-newspaper iPad applications concentrate on displaying news content, so
they limit space for necessary navigation elements and interaction elements on the screen.
Navigation is usually presented as a small button with text label or icon, and the
navigation menu only appears when tapping the button. However, websites present
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navigation as navigation bars across the top of the page, and they keep the navigation
elements consistent and visible on different web pages. Moreover, because websites need
to display tremendous amounts of information, they usually enable users to search a
specific topic within the site. The Huffington Post application provides this search
function to users, but the other two newspaper applications do not.
Interaction Differences
The touch screen of the iPad device requires users to control an interface through
various gestures. This feature also influences how users interact with e-newspaper
applications and websites on the iPad device. The main interactive behaviors include
swiping and tapping, but the gestures will assume different functions on the application
interface and website interface.
The e-newspaper iPad application designs page dimension to fit the screen size;
therefore, the swiping gesture will help users turn pages. Furthermore, the iPad
applications divide whole pages into various sections to display news stories of different
topics. Users can also swipe each section on the screen to scan the information with
specific topics. However, the website page is usually designed to be longer than the
height of a display screen, so users need to swipe vertically to scroll and read information
on the whole page. The interface of e-newspaper iPad applications presents interactive
elements as buttons to assist users to control the digital format newspapers. The diverse
functions can be realized by tapping a certain functional button and conducting further
action to perform a specific task on the functional panel. Unlike the iPad applications, enewspaper websites are built as information networks that connect different news via
hyperlinks. Therefore, the tapping interaction with the website on an iPad device is the
substitution of a mouse clicking action on a computer, which will lead users to the
content of a certain link.
Users’ Customization Differences
Compared to e-newspaper websites, iPad applications offer more flexibility to
users when customizing a newspaper based on their personal needs. The common
customizable functions include: setting up a personal account, sharing news stories
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through social networks, and adjusting display font size. The New York Times app also
enables users to save news articles while the Huffington Post app gives the option to
select different designs. These customizable functions are distinct features of enewspaper iPad applications designed especially for diverse users. Even though users are
also able to zoom in or zoom out of web pages or bookmark a certain web page to save
an article, these customizable functions rely on the feature of the iPad device and web
browsers rather than the design of websites.
4.5.2 Common Features of E-newspaper iPad App Design
According to the design analysis of the New York Times iPad app, USA Today
app, and Huffington Post app, the common characteristics of e-newspaper application
designs can be summarized as follows:
Typographic Structure
E-newspaper iPad applications apply different grid systems for the landscape
view and portrait view. A 4-column structure for the landscape view and 3-column
structure for the portrait view is the common grid systems used to organize presentation
of information on a homepage. For the story page, the 3-column grid for the landscape
view and 2-column grid for the portrait view set appropriate line width for reading on an
iPad screen.
Page Legibility
The e-newspaper application provides readers with flexibility to adjust font size.
The adjustable font size range is various for different e-newspaper applications.
However, based on personal observation, the font size range with the best legibility is
about 13px~21px, and the default font size is usually set from16px or18px in order to
achieve premiere legibility. With the font size of 16px to 18px, the column width is
usually about 2.25 to 2.5 inches, which contains 6 to 8 words for each line.
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Content Presentation
Although the e-newspaper iPad application has changed a printed format
newspaper to a digital format newspaper on screen, there is no significant difference of
the news content between these two formats. The news stories of the digital format
newspaper are also categorized based on various topics, much like the different sections
of the printed newspaper. The different sections of the digital format newspaper are
connected by the main navigation of the application. Moreover, unlike a newspaper
website that presents a lot of advertisements on the web page, the iPad applications
emphasize displaying pure newspaper content and limiting the amount of advertisements.
Usability of Applications
The usability of e-newspaper applications is determined by how the application
interface leads users to perform a specific task and how users interact with the interface.
The main interactive tasks of reading a newspaper on an iPad device include: searching
news stories of interest through navigation and browsing, reading news stories, and
setting customizable functions of an e-newspaper. In general, the methods of interaction
are designed with features of a touch screen in mind. Swiping on the screen to scan
information or turn pages and tapping a button or a link to access additional content are
basic interactive activities for using an e-newspaper application. The pop-up windows are
widely used to present a navigation menu and other functional settings. It becomes a
significant characteristic of e-newspaper application interface.
4.5.3 Differences of the Three E-newspaper iPad App Design
The comparison study and evaluation of the three e-newspapers–New York
Times, USA Today, and Huffington Post–reveal the advantages and disadvantages of
each newspaper app. The New York Times e-newspaper has a clear visual structure, and
the navigation is easily identified. However, the amount of information provided on each
page is limited. Users need more swipes to scan the information. The USA Today app
creates a clear, page-layout structure, and provides sufficient information to readers, but
the navigation of the USA Today app is hard to identify, especially for the user who is
not familiar with the interface. In addition, the USA Today mixes both horizontal swipes
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and vertical swipes to navigate information of different sections on the homepage. The
Huffington Post app displays each section horizontally on the homepage, which enables
users to swipe each section separately to scan the information. This display format allows
users to scan more news information without turning pages. The navigation bar displayed
on the page also makes it easier to switch between different sections.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
The newspaper iPad application is a newly formatted e-newspaper that integrates
the features of traditional printed newspaper and a newspaper website. Therefore, the
purpose of this research is exploring how to create an appropriate visual presentation and
interaction of the newspaper iPad application for users. Through examining users’
attitudes toward e-newspapers, analyzing existing newspaper application designs, and
comparing the design of newspaper applications and websites, this study concluded
several design guidelines for e-newspaper application design.
5.1 Users’ Attitude Toward Digital Format Newspaper
In general, users have a positive attitude towards digital format newspapers. The
online survey results show most participants prefer reading e-newspapers than printed
newspapers. Using a computer to read news stories on the Internet is the most common
way to access daily news for the majority of people, but conventional printed
newspapers still play an essential role in people’s daily life. As a result of technology
innovation, the iPad has become a new mobile device to acquire information. The survey
demonstrated that reading news online or through the newspaper application was one of
the most important uses of this multi-functional tablet.
The survey results also indicate the preference of e-newspaper has a strong
association with the user’s age and professions. The users’ can be divided into three age
groups according to participants’ familiarity with technology, choices of electronic
device, and reading habits of news: Group 1 ranging 30 years and younger, Group 2
ranging from 30 to 50 years old, and Group 3 ranging 50 years and older. The
participants under the age of 50 have a more positive attitude toward e-newspaper than
those who are over the age of 50. However, the participants in Group 1 (ages 30 and
under) read less news than the other two groups, and the main devices they use to access
news are computers. The participants aged 30~50 are open to both traditional and new
technologies. They read more news than the younger participants and have a more
positive attitude toward e-newspaper than the older participants. Additionally, they also
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use iPads to read news more than the subjects in the other two age groups. Therefore, the
participants ages 30~50 years are the target users of newspaper iPad applications.
The survey also found that participants’ professions are important factors that
influence their preference of e-newspapers. In general, participants who work in
academic environments (university students and professors) read less news than those
who work in industrial environments, and university professors prefer the e-newspaper
less than other professions. The participants’ professions also affect their income levels.
The survey results show that participants with higher income levels are more likely to
purchase an iPad and read news through this device.
In this online survey participants also evaluated the characteristics of digital
format newspapers. The main advantages of e-newspaper include quick content updating,
searchable and customizable functions, and the feature of portability. But the feature of
“unable to note”, visual fatigue, and inescapable advertisements are main concerns of enewspapers for users. Moreover, participants also mentioned the design of e-newspaper
was not as sophisticated as printed newspapers, so looking for an appropriate design
strategy to meet readers’ needs are important for the study of e-newspaper design.
5.2 Characteristic of Newspaper iPad Application Design
Through the analysis of the New York Times, USA Today, and Huffington Post
e-newspaper designs, the common features of newspaper iPad applications were
discovered. The newspaper iPad application is a new form of newspaper that combines
characteristics of both conventional printed newspaper and newspaper websites. The
goals of newspaper application design include establishing a well-organized information
visual structure and providing users with a pleasant interactive experience.
For visual presentation aspects, the newspaper iPad applications consider an
alternative display orientation, so that two grid structures are applied to landscape view
and portrait view to adjust the line width automatically for users. The analysis also
implies that visual presentation styles of different brand newspaper applications are
influenced by design styles of other newspaper formats of the same brand. Printed
newspaper brands will show printed typographic style through their application designs,
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and the website rooted brand will refer to the website design features of its application
design.
Newspaper applications concentrate on creating a pure reading experience for
readers, therefore the display space of interactive elements and advertisements on the
homepage is limited, and only single news stories are presented on the story page without
links of other related topic news. In accordance with this purpose, newspaper applications
usually present interactive elements as small buttons, and pop-up windows are widely
used to present a navigation menu and functional settings.
5.3 Comparison of Newspaper iPad Applications and Newspaper Websites
The design case study compared the differences between two formats of digital
newspapers: newspaper iPad application and newspaper websites. The study indicates the
two formats of e-newspapers have two different design approaches. Newspaper
applications emphasize an undistracted reading experience whereas newspaper websites
aim to build an information network for users. Therefore, compared to the newspaper
applications, the websites provide much more information to users. As the newspaper
website focuses on assisting users to acquire large quantities of information efficiently,
all information and interactive functions maintain visibility on the page. Navigation bars
are usually located on the top or left side of a web page, enabling users to find it easily.
The search function of a website can also help users filter information according to their
interests. The newspaper website also has a logical organization of information which
offers news of related topics and recommended news links on the article page. In
addition, the website also emphasizes the social interaction aspect of news
communication, which provides sufficient functions to allow users to exchange and share
opinions with other users.
However, the sufficient customizable function of newspaper iPad applications is a
unique feature compared to a website. Basic functions, such as changing display
orientations and adjusting display font size, can help readers obtain the best legibility of
an e-newspaper. The distinct functions provided by different e-newspapers can meet
readers’ needs in diverse levels.
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5.4 Suggestions and Recommendations for E-newspaper Application Design
According to the case studies of the three iPad news applications, several
deficiencies of e-newspaper application design can be concluded. The literature review,
online survey results and design analysis provide general guidelines to improve the
current newspaper iPad application design.
Based on the review of literature and design analysis, the drawbacks of current enewspaper iPad application are summarized as follows:
1. The interactivity feature of electronic newspaper is not fully developed in the
newspaper iPad application.
2. The navigation flow of some newspaper iPad applications is not fluent, which will
cause trouble for readers during the reading process.
3. Compared to a newspaper website, the information provided by the newspaper iPad
application is very limited.
4. The newspaper iPad application requires more steps to complete a specific task than
a website.
5. In order to create a better reading experience, the iPad newspaper applications
should provide users with more functions to customize its legibility.
6. E-newspaper iPad applications need to balance a diverse information format to assist
readers in understanding news content better.
Through examining the advantages of e-newspaper website design and readers’
expectations of electronic newspaper, the following suggestions will serve as solutions to
improve e-newspaper application design.
First, according to the online survey results, the content interactivity and
interpersonal interactivity are important advantages that are supported by the majority of
the participants. The newspaper websites provide users with diverse functions to enable
them to find information they are interested in through establishing an information
network. The information-sharing function and “comment” section emphasize a social
interactivity feature of e-newspaper as well. These functions can also be applied to news
iPad applications.
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Second, the newspaper iPad applications attempt to reduce the display space of
navigation and other interaction elements through using pop-up windows and buttons.
However, the display lacks visual cues to lead users’ behavior. Some pop-up windows
are hidden from the screen, which only appear when users hover over a specific area or
tap a specific button. However, many buttons are displayed with small icons without any
text label, so it is hard to notice the icons or may cause misunderstanding for users. It
requires users to explore the interface for a while before they become familiar with it.
Therefore, the newspaper iPad applications need to provide clear visual cues on their
interface. Several possible solutions include punctuating important buttons, using text
labels to clarify the icons, and keeping main navigation visible on the screen in the same
location at all times.
Third, an e-newspaper needs to provide users with a moderate amount of
information so that reader can scan a sufficient amount of information without turning
pages. Due to the constrain of the iPad display dimension, a possible solution to display
large quantities of information on a limited space is to divide the page into various
sections and apply a simple swiping navigation separately to each section. In order to
create a fluent navigation flow, it is important to maintain the same swiping gestures and
direction throughout each section on the page.
Fourth, simplifying the steps to complete a specific task is critical for enewspaper iPad applications. In Neilsen’s study, he suggested iPad applications usually
require more steps to complete a specific task than websites. This is also reflected on the
newspaper iPad application design. For instance, the website keeps the navigation on
every page, enabling readers to access any section by “one-click”. But for some
newspaper applications, users need to switch back and forth between the section
homepage and news story page through using the pop-up menu. It repeats the article
searching process that costs more time to change a news story article for readers. In
addition, the “search” function of e-newspaper websites enables users to filter the
information that they are interested in conveniently. The importance of a “search”
function is also supported by the online survey results. However, this crucial function is
lacking in some iPad applications. Providing the “search” function to “search-dominant”
users is necessary for newspaper application design.
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Fifth, the online survey results reveal that legibility is still an important factor that
affects the reading experience of the electronic newspaper for readers. Even though the
display technology has improved greatly, readers still have diverse needs for e-newspaper
display. The current newspaper applications allow readers to adjust font sizes to fit their
personal needs. However, other factors such as color contrast and light contrast also need
to be considered in the newspaper application design. More customizable functions
related to legibility need to be offered to readers.
Finally, as previous research indicates, the use of images assists readers to
perceive information better, and some users are in favor of multimedia content.
Therefore, the iPad news applications need to balance the display of text, images and
multimedia information. The New York Times application that presents the news title
and story summaries on the homepage. Comparatively, the Huffington Post presents
news photos with story titles on the news list; this is a better way for readers to acquire
information effectively. In Neilsen’s case study about iPad magazine design, he
suggested the page viewer that displays the thumbnail of articles would benefit readers
navigate to a specific article. Therefore, displaying the photo rather than the story
summary with the article title on the news story list will be a better way to communicate
the general news information to readers.
5.5 Discussions and Future Work
The study compared the users’ preference of digital format newspaper and printed
newspaper, which supports the e-newspaper will have a promising future in the news
publication industry. The design case studies and comparative analysis between the enewspaper websites and iPad applications also discover the pros and cons of e-newspaper
iPad applications, providing general guidelines to improve the current newspaper
application design. However, the analysis is based on a personal observation and
knowledge background, which may contain personal bias and be different from readers’
actual reading behaviors. Further research about the reading process of readers who use
iPad newspaper applications needs to be conducted to investigate the real reading
experience of readers.
Moreover, the electronic newspaper is experiencing an evolution that merges
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various news resources including newspaper, news magazine and news broadcasting into
a flexible digital news media for readers. The development is so fast that it is hard to
predict the future result of this evolution. However, the role of readers in the news
communication process has become more and more important. Therefore, the usercentered design strategy must be the core of e-newspaper application design.
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APPENDIX A. ONLINE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX B. IRB APPROVAL FORM
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APPENDIX C. ELECTRONIC NESPAPER IPAD APPLICATION
DESIGN EVALUATION MATRIXS
Items
Presentation style

Visual
Presentation

Clarity of navigation

Sections on the homepage

Information
Structure
Information
Accessing
Immediacy

Number of news items on the
homepage
Windows to access news article
content
Navigation flow

News Flow

Information loading time

Newspaper Newspaper Newspaper
A
B
C

…
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